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Source: ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Manila.

Executive Summary

The Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project was developed to sustain economic growth and
poverty reduction and to provide livelihood security in areas threatened by riverbank erosion. It sought
to mitigate progressive riverbank erosion through the construction of riverbank protection, in response
to the dynamic behavior and morphological changes of the Jamuna and Meghna rivers. The project
introduced an adaptive approach: geotextile bags (geo-bags) were used to protect the riverbank in a
phased manner, a new technical solution for Bangladesh. The project results demonstrated the costeffectiveness and functionality of the mitigation measures. The evaluation assesses the project’s overall
performance successful. It was relevant, effective, efficient, and less than likely sustainable. The
evaluation offers the following lessons: (i) agreement of all project stakeholders on the use of an
adaptive approach and on operation and maintenance (O&M) at the design stage is crucial for
achieving project results, (ii) an adaptive approach can work effectively to mitigate riverbank erosion
if it is executed to its full extent, and (iii) a riverbank erosion management system can play a crucial
role in sustaining the adaptive approach beyond the life of the project.

Evaluation Purpose and Process

Project Rationale

This report presents the findings of the project
performance evaluation of the Jamuna-Meghna
River Erosion Mitigation Project in the Peoples’
Republic of Bangladesh, supported by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB). An independent
evaluation mission was conducted in January 2020.

Bangladesh is highly vulnerable to climate change
because of its hydro-geological and socioeconomic
characteristics. The catchment areas of the Jamuna
and Meghna rivers experience massive flooding
every year, inundating up to two-thirds of the
country. Since floods and cyclones accelerate
riverbank erosion, riverbanks need to be protected
to mitigate erosion and minimize the potential
impact of climate change. River instability and
morphological changes have affected the
livelihoods of the people living in the riverine areas,
which contain significant concentrations of poverty.
The project sought to mitigate progressive
riverbank erosion through a new technical solution,
called an adaptive approach, using sand-filled
geotextile bags (geo-bags). The approach was
developed
to
cope
with
the
dynamic
morphological behavior of meandering rivers. It
was intended to stabilize river channels along
smooth alignments that were natural to the river
systems and consisted of (i) the construction of
protection works, and (ii) use of an adaptive
approach to develop the protection up to the
maximum scour depth at the riverbed. Phased
implementation of the adaptive approach was
expected to continue until the river had adjusted to
the new structures.

The evaluation team carried out a desk review of
the project and held discussions with staff from
ADB, government agencies at national, district and
upazila levels who were involved in the project. It
conducted a field visit, including a visual inspection
of the riverbank protection works and key
informant interviews with beneficiaries and
affected persons of the project.
The project was funded by a loan of $40.7 million
from ADB’s ordinary capital resources. The total
project cost was $60.3 million. It was approved in
November 2002 and became effective in April
2003. The project was completed in June 2011
following two project extensions. The project
completion report was prepared in July 2013.
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The project aimed to establish cost-effective and
sustainable riverbank protection measures. It
intended to provide riverbank protection works at
critical sections of the riverbank along the flood
embankments and irrigation areas of two other
ADB projects―the Pabna Irrigation and Rural
Development Project (PIRDP) in Pabna district and
the Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project (MDIP)
in Chandpur district.
The goal of the project was to sustain economic
growth and poverty reduction and to provide
livelihood security in the areas covered by PIRDP
and MDIP that were threatened by riverbank
erosion. The project’s envisaged outcome was
sustained income levels of the people living in the
project areas through the establishment of a
sustainable riverbank erosion management system
(REMS). This system consisted of: (i) erosion
prediction based on dry-season satellite imagery,
(ii) prioritization of protection work based on
erosion prediction maps, and (iii) flood season
surveys to verify the site conditions and optimize
the location of works. The outputs were to be
riverbank
protection
works,
nonstructural
measures, and institutional strengthening of the
REMS. The intended beneficiaries were the
populations residing within the PIRDP and MDIP
areas.
The executing agency was the Bangladesh Water
Development Board (BWDB) under the Ministry of
Water Resources. It established a project
management office (PMO) in Dhaka. The
implementing
agencies
were
subproject
management offices (SMOs) of BWDB that were set
up in the two districts, Pabna and Chandpur. The
SMOs undertook the day-to-day implementation of
the project activities. A project steering committee
was formed, comprising representatives of the
concerned agencies and headed by the secretary of
the Ministry of Water Resources.

Performance Assessment
Relevance. The project was in line with the strategic
objectives of the government and ADB, including
the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 and ADB country
partnership strategies. It introduced an adaptative
approach, maximizing the advantages of geo-bag
materials and using the resources of the country.
The adaptative approach allowed costs to be saved
since material costs were reasonable and the

condition of the underwater geo-bags could be
systematically monitored. During implementation,
the project scope was expanded by adding
protection works for an additional 10 km in the
PIRDP area and an additional 7 km in the MDIP area.
This scope extension helped make the project
benefits more resilient. However, although the
additional works were financed by savings, these
savings should also have been used for adaptation
management and operation and maintenance
(O&M) of both the original and the additional
protection works. There were project design issues.
The indicators for the outcome and the outputs,
including output activities, should have been better
linked. Most of the performance indicators lacked
baseline data. The project design did not define
what activities were critical for the operations of
the REMS and what institutional arrangements
should be in place. Using geo-bags along the
natural river alignment was a new approach to the
country. Overall, the evaluation views the project
to be relevant despite its design problems, given its
responsiveness to the challenges posed by river
dynamics, alignment with strategic priorities, and
the project’s innovative use of an adaptive
approach.
Effectiveness. The envisaged outcome of sustained
income levels in the project areas was substantially
achieved. Of the outcome performance indicator
targets, those for cropping intensity and improved
production were met. The target of a REMS that
operated effectively was partially met. The project
established a REMS to ensure sustainable
implementation of the adaptive approach for
riverbank protection. In terms of outputs, the
project constructed riverbank protection by placing
sand-filled geo-bags along 17 km in the PIRDP area
and 11.4 km in the MDIP area, including the
additional riverbank protection work. The
evaluation examined the impact of the riverbank
protection works by using LandSat satellite images.
After the protection works had been built, the bank
lines no longer shifted in these areas, indicating
that the major erosion that was observed before
the project had been halted. The effectiveness of
the
mitigation
measure
was
therefore
demonstrated. The project developed key tools for
the REMS to monitor the riverbank protection
works and to predict erosion along the rivers,
including a yearly river erosion assessment,
guidelines for riverbank protection, and a river
erosion information database. The REMS was a
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critical
element
in
ensuring
continued
implementation of the adaptive approach.
However, proper institutional arrangements were
not set up for liaising with institutions in
conducting prediction analysis. This hampered the
performance of REMS operations over the long
term. The project addressed social safeguards and
gender issues well. Overall, the project is assessed
effective.
Efficiency. The evaluation recalculated the
economic internal rate of return based on the data
and information provided in the report and
recommendation of the President and the project
completion report. This showed that the project
was economically viable with an overall economic
internal rate of return of 14.6%. The project had
two extensions and was completed 2 years later
than planned. This was because of two changes in
scope, including the additional protection works.
The incurred delay was incorporated in the
economic cost and benefit stream. The project did
not experience any cost overruns. The project is
assessed efficient.
Sustainability. An adaptive approach was practiced
for the originally planned protection works at a
limited scale, but not for the additional bank
protections. However, BWDB and ADB did not have
a common understanding of the adaptive
approach. According to BWDB, the adaptive
approach should have been limited to the project
duration and should not have been funded by its
regular O&M budget. ADB’s view was that O&M
should be implemented parallel with the adaptive
approach and continued after project completion.
These different views resulted in a vacuum in
implementing the adaptive approach, especially
after the project. At the design stage, ADB and
BWDB should have reached a common
understanding on whether the adaptive approach
was part of capital expenditure or operational
expenses. The project was unable to institutionalize
REMS operations within the BWDB. The adaptive
approach has not been implemented beyond the
project life and adequate O&M resources for the
project sites have not been secured by BWDB.
Although the government has recognized the
importance of O&M overall, the O&M carried out
by the executing agency and implementing
agencies has not been institutionally and
financially satisfactory. The project is assessed less
than likely sustainable.
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Other Assessments
Development impact. The goal of sustaining
economic growth and alleviating poverty in the
areas had been achieved at the time of the
evaluation. The project had halted the erosion
along the protected stretches of the river. It had
enhanced crop diversification which increased
income levels in the two areas. Before the project,
the villagers’ livelihoods depended on agricultural
production with a single cropping cycle per year.
By protecting the irrigation area from floods, the
project enabled the farmers to practice three cycles
per year. A heightened sense of security has
encouraged people to invest resources in
production and economic activities in the areas.
The long-term development impact will depend on
financial resources mobilized by the government to
maintain and further strengthen the riverbank
protection measures, including the REMS. In July
2020, an ADB follow-on program, the Flood and
Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Investment
Program, decided to revert to the adaptive
approach in its tranche 2. If the program ensures
that the adaptive approach is implemented
effectively and that the REMS is institutionalized,
the protection works are expected to be effective
in the long term. The development impact is
assessed satisfactory.
ADB performance. It is commendable that ADB
developed an adaptive approach in response to the
dynamic behavior of the rivers. The approach
proved to be cost-effective. ADB was responsive to
the government’s policy development and it
revised the scope of the project during
implementation at the government’s request.
However, ADB should have paid greater attention
at the design and implementation stages to
ensuring continuous implementation of the
adaptive approach and O&M. ADB missed an
opportunity to implement the adaptive approach
of the original protection works over the full length
of the project. Also, when the scope was revised to
include the additional protection areas, the
adaptive approach was omitted. Overall, the
performance of ADB is assessed satisfactory.
Borrower, executing, and implementing agencies.
The Bangladesh Water Development Board at
national, district, and upazila levels demonstrated
an active commitment to and strong engagement
with the project during preparation and
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implementation. BWDB made an effort to execute
emergency repairs to the protection works under
the project. However, the allocation of O&M funds
has been inadequate at both district and upazila
levels. Post-project institutional arrangements and
financial resources for O&M should have been
established at BWDB. The performance of the
borrower, executing agency, and implementing
agencies is assessed satisfactory.

Issues, Lessons, and
Recommendations
Key Issues
ADB and BWDB lacked a common understanding
of the adaptive approach and of operation and
maintenance. In ADB’s view, after the initial
construction of the riverbank protection, the
adaptive approach should have been used to
address any subsequent changes in the river
morphology. This should have been separate from
the O&M and repair of any damage to the
protection works. This was not BWDB’s opinion,
and this lack of a common understanding between
the two parties led to a vacuum. As a result, the
adaptive approach was implemented at a limited
scale and only during the initial years of the project.
Regular O&M activities and implementation of the
adaptive approach ceased to function once the
project had been completed.
A systematic riverbank erosion management
system is not in place. The REMS should have
ensured continued implementation of the adaptive
approach to riverbank protection. It was designed
to be functional for a long period after project
completion. However, the REMS was not
institutionalized within BWDB, because of the
absence of a common understanding on the role
of the REMS in sustaining the adaptive approach.
The project missed an opportunity to maintain
the
implementation
arrangements
and
functions of the REMS, although these were
critical for the adaptive approach.
Lessons
Agreement of all project stakeholders on the use of
an adaptive approach and on operation and
maintenance (O&M) at the design stage is crucial
for achieving project results. More time should

have been spent during project design to ensure
there was a common understanding on the
following questions: What activities are required
for the adaptive approach? What is the difference
between the adaptive approach and O&M? Who is
responsible for the implementation of adaptive
approach and O&M? How should the adaptive
approach be implemented after the project? At the
design stage, ADB and BWDB need to agree on
whether the adaptive approach was part of capital
expenditure or operational expenses; and which
budget would be used for the adaptive approach
and O&M.
An adaptive approach can work effectively to
mitigate riverbank erosion if it is executed to its full
extent. Such riverbank protection work requires
persistent commitment and continuous effort,
unlike a one-time physical investment. Effective
mitigation measures using geo-bags along
riverbanks requires the implementation of an
adaptive approach. O&M activities, including
routine maintenance, need to be continuously
implemented in parallel.
The riverbank erosion management system can
play a crucial role in sustaining the adaptive
approach beyond the life of the project. Greater
clarity is needed on what a REMS consists of and
what institutional setting is required to make it
sustainable. Effective operation of a REMS needs to
be based on a crystal-clear consensus on the roles
of
local
stakeholders,
implementation
arrangements, and BWDB’s coordination and
financial commitment. This would have enabled
the adaptive approach to the protection works to
have been more effective and sustainable, coping
with the development of river channels that will
potentially be impacted by climate change.
Recommendations
ADB and the government should review the
project’s experience and try to revitalize the
adaptive approach using geo-bags. Integrating the
adaptive approach, including the REMS, into the
planning of riverine projects would be effective in
mitigating riverbank erosion and securing safety in
areas that are susceptible to dynamic river changes
and seasonal cyclones. This would maximize the
project experience, facilitate project sustainability,
and provide cost savings for both O&M and initial
construction.
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ADB should help the government develop a
budgeting mechanism for O&M to ensure that
local stakeholders receive funds at the right time
for repairs. This would allow for preventive
measures to be carried out, following the conduct
of regular surveys and monitoring to identify any
areas vulnerable to flooding and intensive rains,
potentially caused by climate change. Institutional
arrangements for the operation and maintenance
of river embankments, especially in flood-prone
areas, need to be established at BWDB. Financial
resources for operation and maintenance need to
be secured urgently and allocated properly by the
government.

xv

ADB should consider preparing an overall plan for
the Bangladesh water sector and for river
management in order to ensure the long-term
institutionalization of the REMS and the adaptive
approach within BWDB. This would enable
preventive measures to be taken that would
provide robust preparedness for natural riverine
disaster risks. In order to move from the current
system of ad hoc repairs toward a system based on
preventive measures, the full commitment of the
government and BWDB to system management
and funding for REMS, the adaptive approach, and
O&M at all levels is required.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.
Bangladesh is located in a deltaic floodplain at the confluence of the Ganges, Jamuna, and
Meghna rivers. These three rivers have experienced morphological changes and progressive riverbank
erosion for decades.1 In recent years, natural river erosion has accelerated along the Jamuna and the
Meghna rivers and reduced the distance between the riverbanks and flood embankments. Such erosion
could significantly increase the risk of inundation, lost agriculture production, and damage to structures
secured by the flood embankments in two projects financed by the Asian Development Bank (ADB): the
Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project (PIRDP) and the Meghna–Dhonagoda Irrigation Project
(MDIP) under the Command Area Development Project2 which provided flood embankments, irrigation
canals, and drainage systems.3
2.
In response, the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project was developed to provide
immediate riverbank protection for the areas covered by the two projects.4 The PIRDP command area is
on the right bank of the lower Jamuna river. The MDIP command area is on the left bank of the Meghna
river close to the confluence of the Ganges and Meghna rivers (see Map).

A.

Evaluation Purpose and Process

3.
The project was implemented from 2003 to 2011. ADB’s project completion report (PCR) was
prepared in 2013 and assessed the project successful. It found it relevant, effective, efficient, and likely
sustainable.5 The validation of the PCR in 2014 also assessed the project successful, relevant, effective,
efficient, and likely sustainable. 6 This project performance evaluation report (PPER) assesses the
performance of the project 9 years after project completion. The design and monitoring framework (DMF)
and the progress made against its targets as assessed by the PCR and by this PPER are presented in
Appendix 1.
4.
Primary data for the evaluation were collected during an independent evaluation mission on
19–29 January 2020 through (i) discussions with officials of the executing and implementing agencies of
the project; (ii) key informant interviews with (a) representatives of the Bangladesh Water Development
Board (BWDB) at national, district, and upazila 7 levels that were involved in the project, (b) BWDB
representatives currently involved in riverbank protection works, and (c) beneficiaries of the project and
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

The Jamuna river had widened by about 3.5 km from an average width of 8.3 km in 1973 to about 11.8 km in 2002, according
to the Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services (CEGIS). Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh.
2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B. Project Background, River Erosion Management. February 2007.
p. 6.
ADB. 1995. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan to Bangladesh for Command
Area Development Project. Manila.
ADB. 1996. Project Performance Audit Report on the Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project in Bangladesh. Manila. This
reported: (i) the objective of protecting the project area from river flooding was fully met but the agricultural benefit was not
significant; (ii) the complexity of the project was not matched by the level of socioeconomic development in the project area or
by the capacity of the implementing agencies. No evaluation was conducted for the Meghna–Dhonagoda Irrigation Project (MDIP).
ADB. 2002. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan to Bangladesh for the JamunaMeghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Manila.
ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project in Bangladesh. Manila.
Independent Evaluation Department. 2014. Validation Report: Bangladesh: the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project.
Manila: ADB.
In Bangladesh, rural administrative units are division, district (zila), sub-district (upazila) and union.
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persons affected by it; (iii) collection of data for the period after completion; (iv) field visits to the prject
areas, including visual inspections of the riverbank protection works; (v) discussions with project staff at
ADB headquarters and the Bangladesh Resident Mission; and (vi) discussions with representatives of the
development partners in Dhaka.8 The mission visited the sites of the two ADB projects―PIRDP in Pabna
district and MDIP in Chandpur district―to assess flood control drainage and irrigation project areas under
the project.
5.
The findings and lessons of this evaluation will feed into the ongoing Independent Evaluation
Department (IED) country assistance program evaluation for Bangladesh and a thematic evaluation study
on ADB support for action on climate change, both to be prepared in 2021.

B.

Expected Impact, Outcome, and Outputs

6.
The expected goal of the project was sustained economic growth and poverty reduction with
livelihood security in the PIRDP and MDIP command areas threatened by riverbank erosion. The project’s
envisaged outcome was sustained income levels of the people living in the project areas through
establishment of a cost-effective and sustainable riverbank erosion management system (REMS). The
system was expected to provide reliable bank erosion mitigation measures, through the construction of
riverbank protection to cope with the dynamic morphological processes of the rivers. The target
beneficiaries were the populations residing within the PIRDP and MDIP areas. The project had three
output components: riverbank protection works, nonstructural measures, and institutional strengthening.
7.
Riverbank protection works ($56.6 million). The first component focused on civil engineering
works to protect the riverbank from erosion. The project introduced an adaptive approach by
constructing riverbank protection using geotextile bags (geo-bags) involving: (i) placing sand-filled geobags on riverbanks that would slide underwater following bank erosion, (ii) systematic underwater
monitoring to ensure geo-bags are uniformly distributed on the riverbed, (iii) constructing riverbank
embankments known as revetments above water with concrete blocks, and (iv) grass turfing along a
bank strip at the revetment crest (footnote 4). The adaptive approach is explained in Chapter 2.
8.
The establishment of the REMS was key for the continued implementation of the adaptive
approach. The REMS is a system to monitor the condition of protection measures over time and to predict
which sections will need to be protected using the adaptive approach. For this, predictive tools, a survey
database, and a monitoring system are required. The REMS has the following elements (i) erosion
prediction based on dry-season satellite imagery, (ii) identification of prioritized protection work based
on the assets at stake and erosion prediction maps, and (iii) flood season surveys to verify the site
conditions and optimize the location, for flexible preparation of necessary construction, not only along
fixed locations.9
9.
The evaluation regards the REMS as essential for the implementation of an adaptative approach
to riverbank management in Bangladesh. The REMS requires an appropriate institutional setting for the
system to operate, monitoring to be performed, and an adaptive approach to be implemented. The
original intention was for the REMS to be set up and embedded in BWDB. However, the project
documents did not provide a clear definition of the REMS, including its activities and its implementation
arrangements. These are critical for the establishment of the REMS.
10.
Nonstructural river erosion mitigation measures ($2.0 million). The second component consisted
of the implementation of non-engineering protection works within the vicinity of the protected riverbank
line, the areas covered by PIRDP and MDIP, and in the riverine fringe areas: (i) community disaster

8
9

World Bank, Japan International Cooperation Agency, and the Government of the Netherlands.
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B. Project
Background, River Erosion Management. February 2007. Appendix A.
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preparedness and management, (ii) resettlement of project-affected persons, including improvements to
the living standard of households near the embankments, and social development support for health,
hygiene, and disaster awareness for vulnerable people; and (iii) environmental management.
Institutional strengthening of the riverbank erosion management system ($1.7 million). The
11.
third component pertained to strengthening the institutional capacity of implementing agencies and
stakeholder organizations for REMS implementation. This component focused on full implementation of
key principles of the National Water Policy (NWP) at the project institutions, including the establishment
and operation of joint management committees (JMCs) by the government and stakeholders at the
national and local levels (footnote 4). It also focused on project management and establishment of
operational riverbank erosion information management, including monitoring, forecasting, and warning
for riverbank erosion for REMS. This component had the following subcomponents: (i) establishment and
operation of permanent project institutions and JMCs; (ii) project management, programming, and
coordination for REMS at the national level; and (iii) capacity building of project personnel and
stakeholders.

CHAPTER 2

Design and Implementation
12.
This chapter provides information on (i) the rationale for the project; (ii) implementation
arrangements in terms of time, costs, financing, and executing and implementing agencies;
(iii) procurement and consultants engaged; (iv) safeguard arrangements; (v) design changes; (vi) loan
covenants, monitoring, and reporting arrangements; and (vii) a follow-on program.

A.

Rationale

13.
Bangladesh is highly vulnerable to climate change owing to its hydro-geological and
socioeconomic characteristics. These include its geographical location, climate variability, high
population density, poverty incidence, and dependence on agriculture. Bangladesh experiences frequent
floods, which are always associated with riverbank erosion. Given that flood-prone areas are being
impacted severely by climate change, it is important to protect the riverbank in a sustainable way in order
to mitigate its erosion and minimize the impact of climate change.
14.
The catchment areas of the Ganges, Jamuna, and Meghna rivers―1.74 million square kilometers
(km2)―experience massive flooding every year, inundating up to two-thirds of the country. Riverbank
erosion is a natural process and has various aspects. River channels constantly alter their course including
its shape and depth. Sometimes rivers may shift by more than 300 meters in one year. This depends on
a balance between the rivers’ sediment transport capacity and the sediment supply. Riverbank erosion,
directly and indirectly, causes the displacement of millions of people and affects production activities in
riverine environments. The instability and morphological changes of the Jamuna and Meghna rivers have
significantly affected the livelihood of the people living in the riverine areas, which have high
concentrations of poverty.10 At the time of the project design, there was a need to mitigate progressive
riverbank erosion through riverbank protection works to stabilize the dynamic river flows.
15.
The major rivers in Bangladesh are characterized by (i) fast river flow, (ii) great river depth,
(iii) fine and easily erodible soils, and (iv) great river instability with shifting locations of major channels
and bank erosion. The Jamuna river is one of the most dynamic rivers in the country. The course of its
main channels changes rapidly, resulting in a shifting riverine environment. Inexpensive and abundant
natural materials for protection (e.g., rocks and stones) are not easily available. Therefore, a cost-effective
solution that took into account socioeconomic considerations was needed. Traditional methods of
protection were not economically viable for protecting agricultural land. Conventional structures using
hard materials to control the dynamic river channels require significant investment, making “retiring” the
embankments a less costly option.11 However, at the time of the project design, there was concern that
continued erosion would accelerate riverbank degradation and that the displaced population would add
to the pressure on the remaining marginal lands, bringing significant social disruption. Hence, the
approach of embankment retirement was not regarded as feasible. Taking these factors into
consideration, the project introduced an adaptive approach using geo-bags.

10

11

Water sector challenges included (i) massive floods in the monsoon season, (ii) severe water scarcity in the dry season,
(iii) riverbank erosion and siltation of watercourses, (iv) periodic natural disasters such as cyclones and tidal surges, and
(v) widespread arsenic contamination of groundwater (footnote 4, Appendix 2).
Embankment retirement is an inward shifting of the embankment (footnote 4, Appendix 5).
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16.
The adaptive approach is a key feature of the project (Box 1 and Appendix 3). Under this phased
approach, sand-filled geo-bags are placed along the natural river alignment to mitigate riverbank erosion
caused by the dynamic morphological changes of the rivers. The approach entails regular monitoring of
the protection works and dumping at precise locations to protect the riverbed from erosion in a
systematic way.12 The approach needs to be implemented even after project completion. It differs from
conventional riverbank protection using concrete hard materials. Since time is an important factor,
protection works need to be adaptable so as to better respond to changes in the scour depth over time.
Box 1: Adaptive approach
The adaptive approach is intended to stabilize river channels along the smooth alignments that are natural to river
systems. It should be continued until the river has adjusted to the new structures made up of geo-bags. The
adaptive approach consists of (i) construction of the protection works, and (ii) adaptive management to develop
the works up to the maximum scour depth of the riverbed. These phases normally take 5 years until the protection
works have reached the maximum scour depth. However, the exact duration of the adaptive management is not
known at the start of a project, since it depends on the morphological behavior of the rivers. The principle and
processes of the adaptive approach are detailed in Appendix 3.
Riverbank protection requires the construction of (i) protection works above the low water level, and (ii) protection
works underwater, below this level. The adaptive approach involves the following steps:
(i) Immediate protection. Acute erosion threatening settlements and flood embankments requires a quick
response. Immediate protection has to stabilize the riverbank, including the underwater part, usually in the
form of a heap of loose elements (geo-bags) dumped from the riverbank.
(ii) Primary protection. After immediate protection has been applied, relatively long revetments can, to a
certain extent, respond to river changes. These processes are undertaken in the first year to temporarily
stabilize rivers (Figure 1):
(a) Geo-bags are piled onto the riverbank creating a slope that gradually slides down below low water level
following bank erosion. These geo-bags cover the bank underwater to halt further erosion.
(b) A systematic mass dumping of geo-bags is implemented to ensure uniform placement of multiple layers
of geo-bags covering the eroding slope underwater (the cover photo). The Global Positioning System
(GPS) is used to position the dumping pontoon and barge.
(c) Areal coverage, consisting of three layers of geo-bags, is formed along the slope underwater. A 15meter falling apron protects sudden deep scouring at the toe of the protection. The slope stabilizes the
natural slope and prevents further erosion underwater. The protection needs to be monitored regularly
by divers so that additional multi-layered coverage can be carried out as needed.
Figure 1. Riverbank Protection Using the Adaptive approach

Source: Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B.

Project Background, River Erosion Management.

12

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B. Project
Background, River Erosion Management. February 2007. p. 3.
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17.
The adaptive approach and operation and maintenance (O&M) are different but they work
supplementally to maintain condition of physical protection and adapt to river morpholigical changes.
The adaptive approach is executed continuously until river channels are stabilized along natural river
systems. For example, adaptive management is needed to adapt a structure to the scour of the river until
the final depth is reached below the water. Adaptive management needs to be implemented if and when
required depending on the riverbed condition, especially after morphological changes that may have
been induced during local monsoon seasons. By contrast, O&M repairs damaged riverbank sections and
takes place mainly above the water.

B.

Time, Cost, Financing, and Implementation Arrangements

18.
The project was approved in November 2002 and became effective in April 2003. The project
implementation period was initially scheduled for 6 years, with the first 2 years from January 2003 to
December 2004 being a pilot phase. The project was completed in June 2011, with a 2-year delay,
following two project extensions.
19.
Project cost. At appraisal in 2002, the project cost was estimated at $61.3 million ($56.8 million
for component 1, $2 million for component 2, and $2.5 million for component 3). Financing would come
from ADB ordinary capital resources ($42.2 million, 69%) and from government funds ($19.1 million,
31%). The actual cost at completion was $60.3 million, with ADB financing $41.5 million (69%) and
$18.8 million from the government 31% of total project cost (footnote 5). In 2006, additional finance of
$0.95 million was provided, consisting of a grant of $0.8 million from the Japan Fund for Poverty
Reduction and $0.15 million from the government. This additional funding was used to support targeted
programs for income-generating activities for households in the project area. The project cost at appraisal
and the actual costs and financing arrangements are shown in Appendix 2.
20.
Implementation arrangements. The executing agency of the project was BWDB under the
Ministry of Water Resources. The executing agency established a project management office (PMO) in
Dhaka, headed by a full-time project director. Under the supervision of the PMO, subproject management
offices (SMOs) were set up in the PIRDP and MDIP areas to undertake day-to-day implementation of the
project activities. 13 The PMO managed the implementation and monitored the progress of project
activities. BWDB was actively engaged in project preparation and implementation at both national and
district levels. Consultants and nongovernment organizations (NGOs) provided support to implement the
activities. A project steering committee was formed comprising representatives of the concerned agencies
and headed by the secretary of the Ministry of Water Resources.14 Interagency coordination was carried
out by the committee.

C.

Procurement and Consultants

21.
The project engaged consultants in three packages for (i) protection works in the dry season
(part A), (ii) project management and capacity development activities (part B), and (iii) technical guidance
on the protection works (part C). Under the loan, ADB funded one international consulting firm and one
local partner firm. The project used a total of 646 person-months of consultancy services, which exceeded
the allocation at appraisal by 176 month-persons. This increase was mainly due to the two project
extensions and the additional protection works, 10 km in the area under the PIRDP, and 7 km in the area
under the MDIP (para. 26).
13

The tasks of SMOs included: developing subproject institutions; preparing tender documents; evaluating bids; awarding contracts
for equipment, civil works, and other project activities, including preparation and implementation of a resettlement plan; and
monitoring of environmental and social impacts.
14
The project steering committee included representatives from the Ministry of Finance, Economic Relations Division,
Implementation Monitoring and Evaluation Division of the Ministry of Planning, Ministry of Environment and Forests, Ministry
of Agriculture, Local Government Division, Ministry of Water Resources and their concerned line departments, along with the
Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Authority.
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Consultants, civil works, goods, and services were procured in accordance with the ADB’s

Handbook for Users of Consulting Services (2002) and ADB's Guidelines for Procurement under Asian
Development Bank Loans (1999, revised from time to time). Equipment and materials exceeding $0.5
million were procured through international competitive bidding. Civil works (less than $2.0 million) were
contracted through local competitive bidding with prequalification by the PMO.15 There were no major
issues related to the procurement of goods and services. The executing and implementing agencies
considered the performance of the consultants to be satisfactory.

D.

Safeguard Arrangements

23.
The project was classified as a category A for the environment as per the Environmental
Assessment Requirements of the Asian Development Bank16 and the guidelines of the Government of
Bangladesh, including Guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Guidelines for
Environmental Assessment of Flood Control, Drainage, and Irrigation Projects.17 The project caused a
physical dislocation of the affected persons in the right of way in the areas covered by the PIRDP and
MDIP. The project was classified as category A for involuntary resettlement. 18 The updated resettlement
plan in 2005 indicated that 223 households and six shops would be relocated in the area under the
PIRDP.19 The resettlement plan for the area covered by the MDIP prepared in 2005 indicated that 23
households and eight shops would be relocated.20 At completion, a total of 209 affected households
were relocated. The project at the preparation stage comprised a total of (i) 11.4 km of revetment works
in the command areas (7 km for the PIRDP area and 4.4 km for the MDIP area) and (ii) 1.2 km of secondary
defense line of embankments in the PIRDP area. The land acquired for the revetment works was estimated
at 35 hectares (ha) in the PIRDP area and 22 ha in the MDIP area. For the secondary defense line, 10 ha
was required. A resettlement framework for the revetment works and a resettlement plan for the
secondary defense line were prepared, in accordance with the ADB Policy on Involuntary Resettlement.21
Resettlement plans for the additional works in the MDIP and PIRDP areas were prepared (para. 24). There
were no indigenous peoples within the project locations. 22
24.
The PMO took overall responsibility for environmental management and involuntary
resettlement. In their role as implementing agencies, SMOs were responsible for the preparation and
implementation of environmental management plans (EMPs) and resettlement plans at the district level.
(i)
For environmental safeguards, each SMO was led by a superintending engineer of the
concerned BWDB circle as a subproject director. The SMO had two divisions: a construction
division and an O&M division. Under the construction division, a construction subdivision,
and a monitoring and evaluation (M&E) unit were set up. The M&E unit was responsible
for monitoring the implementation of project activities, including environmental
management.23 Under the EMPs prepared for the PIRDP and MDIP command areas, SMOs
and consultants conducted environmental monitoring during construction. The executive
engineer of each SMO was primarily responsible for monitoring, with a subdivisional
engineer and a sectional engineer officer in a reporting line. The executive engineer
reported the monitoring results to the PMO.

15

Footnote 5, para 45.
ADB.1998. Environmental Assessment Requirements of the Asian Development Bank. Manila.
17
Summary Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIA) of the proposed Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project, Bangladesh
18
Project data sheet (https://www.adb.org/projects/34038-013/main#project-pds).
19
Ministry of Water Resources. 2005. Final Full Resettlement Plan for the Old Embankment and Cross Dam. Pabna Irrigation and
Rural Development Project (PIRDP) 2004 Bank Protection Work. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Dhaka.
20
Ministry of Water Resources. 2005. Final Full Resettlement Plan for Meghna Dhonagoda Irrigation Project (MDIP) 2004 Bank
Protection Work. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Dhaka.
21
ADB. 1995. Involuntary Resettlement Policy. Manila.
22
The project had no classification for indigenous people.
23
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2006. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B. Special Report
No. 16, p. 49.
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(ii)

(iii)

Environmental impacts were temporary and limited to water quality, river morphology,
dredged spoils, air pollution, and noise. EMPs were included in the construction contracts
for riverbank protection, to ensure safety and health requirements at the site and regular
reporting of EMP implementation. EMP reports were summarized in bi-annual
environmental progress reports that were also copied to the Department of Environment.
The capacity of contractors and PMO staff for safeguard implementation was developed
through practical training on environmental management, monitoring, and grievance
redressal mechanisms.
For social safeguards, the PMO coordinated with the SMOs to develop a detailed
resettlement plan for each project site. The construction subdivision of the SMO was
responsible for resettlement and social development activities. NGOs commissioned by the
PMO prepared a resettlement plan, finalized the social development plan, and
implemented the process of land acquisition and resettlement. Development Organization
of the Rural Poor, an NGO, was engaged to implement the resettlement plans. The PMO
recruited another NGO as an external independent agency, the Christian Commission for
Development in Bangladesh (CCDB). It assisted the PMO in implementing M&E of the
resettlement. The CCDB conducted follow-up interviews with affected persons on their
livelihood status and submitted reports to PMO semi-annually.24

25.
In terms of gender, women were prioritized during training and human resources development
programs. About 36% of the participants in local training were women. This was corroborated by women
beneficiaries met by the evaluation.

E.

Design Changes

26.
Additional protection works. During implementation, the project scope was expanded by
adding protection works to cover an additional 10 km in the PIRDP area and an additional 7 km in the
MDIP area.
(i)
In the PIRDP area, the original project design was to construct 7.0 km of riverbank
protection. The need for additional protection works in this area had emerged since 2005.
An additional 10 km of riverbank protection was constructed near the PIRDP command
area (upstream of the Hurasaga river) to stabilize the river morphology.25 As a consequence
of the upstream erosion, the navigation channel into the Hurasagar river had become
degraded and navigation stopped in the dry season. 26 The siltation of the navigation
channel needed to be halted by protecting the eroded bank upstream of the confluence.
(ii)
In the MDIP area, the original project design was to construct riverbank protection for 4.4
km along the Meghna river only. Meander bends in the Dhonagoda river approached the
existing flood embankments at eight different locations along the river. Additional bank
protection measures were identified where riverbank erosion was threatening the
embankment. 27 At a meeting of the project steering committee in August 2007, the
Bangladesh Inland Water Transport Authority (BIWTA) requested BWDB to solve a problem
caused by the siltation of the Hurasagar outfall; the silt deposition at the navigation
channel had to be reduced. 28 An additional 7 km of riverbank protection works were
therefore constructed along the Dhonagoda river at these locations to protect the MDIP
area.

24

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2011. Project Final Report. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project.
Dhaka.
25
ADB (South Asia Department). 2006. Loan No.1941-BAN (SF) Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Aide Memoire of
Project Mid-Term Review Mission. 17 September (internal).
26
Footnote 24.
27
ADB (South Asia Department) 2005. Back-to-Office Report for Special Project Administration Mission. March (internal), para. 4
28
Footnote 24. p. 19.
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27.
These additional works were undertaken from 2008 to 2009. The loan agreement was not
changed, indicating that the additional protection works were considered minor changes.29 However,
project documents, including the PCR, did not explain the design changes adequately; how they occurred,
whether they were major or minor, and when and how they were approved by ADB. Resettlement plans
for the additional length along the Jamuna upstream of Hurasagar at the PIRDP (about 6 km) were
prepared and approved by ADB in July 2009. The resettlement plans for additional sections along the
Dhonagoda river (about 7 km) in the MDIP area were approved by ADB in 2008 and the works were
completed from 2008 to 2009.30
28.
BWDB informed the evaluation that the project cost was much less than estimated: a cost of
$3.5 million/km was estimated during project preparation as against the actual cost of only
$2 million/km. This difference was mainly attributed to the fact that dumping of the geo-bags was done
from the river instead of from the land. From the land, not all areas are accessible. The project used
geographic information system (GIS) data to pinpoint sites from the river surface so geo-bags could be
dumped from barges to protect underwater slopes and riverbeds. In addition, geo-bags and sand were
cheaper than concrete cement blocks. Cost savings were therefore derived from systematic monitoring
and using reasonable material costs under adaptative approach. Savings financed the additional works.
However, it would have been better if these savings had been used for adaptation management and
O&M, not only for additional protection works. This is further discussed related to design issues in
Chapter 3.

F.

Loan Covenants, Monitoring, and Reporting Arrangements

29.
Loan covenants. The loan agreement had 42 covenants, out of which 39 covenants were
complied with. One covenant, an annual O&M plan by JMCs, was partly complied with. Two covenants
regarding JMCs and a system of full O&M cost recovery were not complied with. JMCs was established
on an ad hoc basis but lacked a legal mandate. Annual planning of the O&M and the collection of
irrigation service charges took place to a very limited extent. As a result, the system for full O&M cost
recovery for the irrigation system was not established. The annual O&M plan was prepared by SMOs, but
the JMCs’ periodic review and endorsement of the plan did not take place.
30.
Project monitoring and reporting. Project performance was monitored by surveying the
construction works. BWDP, through the PMO and SMOs, conducted regular monitoring through diving
inspections and a bathymetric survey underwater as specified in the covenant. During implementation,
a monitoring survey was implemented monthly, using GPS tools and diving inspection (with dives
separated by a 5–10 m interval), to evaluate the status of the protection measures. 31 The monitoring
results were necessary to identify the locations which needed additional geo-bags due to scouring, and
those where regular maintenance works were needed because they were damaged. The objective was
for all threatened sections of riverbanks to be uniformly covered with geo-bags. These monitoring results
also provided a basis on which BWDB could prepare its annual maintenance plans for the river protection
works. The PCR reported that the project performance monitoring and evaluation system had been
established. However, the system was no longer running at the time of evaluation and had ceased to
function after project completion. From an evaluation viewpoint, it would have been useful for the
executing agency and ADB if the monitoring system had been maintained after the PCR for at least 5
years as a practical tool to assess project sustainability and impact. BWDB did not pay much attention to
M&E after the construction—insufficient human resources were allocated to this function and only a few

29

Footnote 25 (para. 19, Table 1); ADB. (South Asia Department) 2007. Back-to-Office Report of JFPR Inception Mission and Loan
Mid-Term Review Follow-Up. January (internal), paras. 8 and 12.
30
ADB (South Asia Department). 2010. Review Mission. Aide Memoire. 9 June (internal).
31
Footnote 24, Appendix 10.
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positions for M&E were approved in the construction division. 32 It was frequently informed by the two
SMOs during the mission.

G.

Follow-on Program

31.
As a follow-on to the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project, the Flood and Riverbank
Erosion Risk Management Investment Program (FRERMIP), a multitranche financing facility, was
approved in June 2014 by ADB.33 The program has extended the technologies developed under the
project to other geographical areas. The follow-on program is being implemented close to the PIRDP
area. Originally, maintenance of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project riverbank
protection works was included in the scope of the follow-on program. However, this task was later taken
out of the scope due to financing constraints. Tranche 1 of the follow-on program was extended and it
will be completed in March 2021 (the original scheduled completion date was June 2020). Discussions
between the government and ADB are ongoing and it was agreed during the fact-finding mission that
tranche 2 would include use of the adaptive approach and O&M using the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion
Mitigation Project experience.34

32

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2009. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Part B. Final Report.
Dhaka. Consultancy report. p.31.
33
ADB. 2014. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Multitranche Financing Facility to
the People’s Republic of Bangladesh for the Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Investment Program. Manila.
34
ADB (South Asia Department). 2020. Aide Memoire of the Fact-finding Mission for Tranche 2 (25 June–7 July 2020). Manila.

CHAPTER 3

Performance Assessment
32.
This chapter assesses the project’s performance based on four core criteria: (i) relevance to the
development strategies of the government and ADB and project design to achieve the envisaged
objectives, (ii) effectiveness of outcomes and outputs, (iii) efficiency of the utilization of resources, and
(iv) sustainability of outcomes and outputs. From these four criteria, an overall assessment was made in
line with the ADB Guidelines for the Evaluation of Public Sector Operations.35

A.

Relevance

33.
Policy and strategic alignment. The intended outcome was aligned with the strategic direction
of the Government of Bangladesh. Project preparation supported the government’s National Water Policy
(NWP), approved in 1999, which adopted the principles of integrated water resources management with
an emphasis on stakeholder participation, strategic planning, decentralization, and sustainable O&M.36
Water management associations (WMAs) were established and cost-recovery arrangements were
introduced for sustainable O&M, rendering them the first large-scale irrigation schemes to institutionalize
participatory water management in Bangladesh (footnote 4). Following the NWP, the government
established JMCs to serve as permanent institutions, comprising representatives from national line
agencies, local governments, and local stakeholders, including WMAs and vulnerable social groups. In
2000, Guidelines for Participatory Water Management were prepared, stipulating the management
transfer and local participation arrangements in water resources schemes. 37 In 2004, during project
implementation, a National Water Management Plan (NWMP) laid out national strategies and priority
programs of water resource management for the next 25 years.38 At the time of the evaluation, the
project continued to be aligned with the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 which is an integrated and holistic
plan for water resource management. The delta plan emphasizes the importance of flood risk
management and stresses that key facilities such as hospitals, power stations, and industrial plants
should have flood-proof buildings.39
34.
The project was aligned with ADB’s country partnership strategies for Bangladesh. The country
strategy and program update, 2003–2005 identified agriculture and natural resources as a priority sector
and referred to the Development Strategy for the Water Sector prepared in 2001 and the draft NWMP.40
ADB’s country strategy and program update 2005–2006 included ADB’s operational focus for
institutional reforms in the water resource sector. 41 Under the country strategy and program 2006–2010,
ADB aimed to help the rural area to boost productivity and diversify production by expanding access to
irrigation and associated flood protection. 42 Given the country’s vulnerability to natural disasters and
climate change, the country partnership strategy (CPS) 2011–2015 aimed to help the government foster
35

ADB. 2016. Guidelines for the Evaluation of Public Sector Operations. Manila.
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Water Resources. 1999. National Water Policy of Bangladesh.
Dhaka.
37
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Water Resources. 2000. Guidelines for Participatory Water
Management. Dhaka; footnote 5.
38
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Water Resources. 2004. National Water Management Plan of
Bangladesh. Dhaka; footnote 5, and footnote 4 Appendix 2.
39
Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh 2018. Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 (Abridged Version). Dhaka, p. 17.
40
ADB. 2002. Country Strategy and Program Update: Bangladesh, 2003–2005. Manila.
41
ADB. 2004. Country Strategy and Program Update: Bangladesh, 2005–2006. Manila.
42
ADB. 2005. Country Strategy and Program: Bangladesh, 2006–2010. Manila.
36
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environmental sustainability, reduce disaster risks, and respond to challenges due to climate change and
disaster emergencies.43 Under the current CPS 2016–2020, ADB focuses on climate-resilient design and
better quality of infrastructure. In the field of water resources management, ADB supports the
government’s efforts to improve disaster risk management and realize the full potential of irrigation
schemes. 44 In addition, ADB’s Water Operational Plan 2011–2020 notes that development partners’
support for the adaptive approach in river basins must be intensified to mitigate floods and other waterrelated disasters, including riverbank erosion.45 Further, the project was consistent with the core areas of
operations of ADB’s Strategy 2020, for investing in rural infrastructure and helping developing member
countries adapt to the unavoidable impacts of climate change.46 Finally, the project is in line with the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), particularly with Goal 13 to strengthen resilience and adaptive
capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters, and ultimately to combat climate change and
its impacts.
35.
Design. The project design was based on a sound analysis of the development issues in the
sector, BWDB studies, and BWDB’s field experience in implementation. Previous ADB water sector
projects indicated the importance of cost-effective measures to protect cropping areas along the rivers
by making them resistant to floods and inundation. In order to be economically and socially viable,
projects had to (i) be able to adapt to rivers’ morphological changes; (ii) be less costly than conventional
protection structures; and (iii) avoid causing social disruption.
36.
The project developed a new technical solution, the adaptive approach, for riverbank
erosion management to address the issues identified by previous projects. Table 1 presents a cost
analysis comparing conventional construction and the new approach using geo-bag revetments. The cost
per kilometer (km) for geo-bag revetments is significantly lower than the costs for hardpoint and spur.
Bera and Kaijuri were covered by the project while other locations under different projects were close to
the project site. The costs are consistent with the information provided by BWDB (para. 28). The costeffectiveness of geo-bag revetments is also supported by other studies.47
Table 1. Cost of Different Construction Types (2020 prices)

Location
Construction type

Cost per km (Tk million)
Length (km) of construction
Total cost (Tk million)
Year of construction
Repair and maintenance
(Tk million)

Betil and
Enayetpur
Spur

Chauhali
Geo-bag
revetment

Bera
(PIRDP
Revetment)
Geo-bag
revetment

Kaijuri
(Additional
Protection of
PIRDP)
Geo-bag
revetment

Sirajganj
Hardpoint
Hardpoint
(cement
concrete
revetment)
7,567
2.5
18,919
1997–2015

1,554
2.0
3,108
2003–2014

236
7.0
1,651
2016–2018

308
7.0
2,159
2005–2008

170
10.0
1,698
2009–2011

14,376

1,695

296

…

…

… = data not available, PIRDP = Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project, Tk = Taka
Source: Independent Evaluation Mission.

37.
The project design could have been improved in three ways. First, the indicators for the outcome
and the outputs, and the links between them, could have been better designed. The links in the project
DMF between the outcome indicators and what the project actually did were weak. Given that the
43

ADB. 2011. Country Partnership Strategy: Bangladesh, 2011–2015. Manila.
ADB. 2016. Country Partnership Strategy: Bangladesh, 2016–2020.W Manila.
45
ADB. 2011. Water Operational Plan, 2011–2020. Manila.
46
ADB. 2008. Strategy 2020: The Long-Term Strategic Framework of the Asian Development Bank, 2008–2020. Manila..
47
H. Zhang et al. 2011. Hydraulic and Morphological Consequences of Bank Protection Measures along the Jamuna River,
Bangladesh. Annuals of Disaster Prevention Research Institute. Kyoto University. Table 4.
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project’s aim was to minimize riverbank erosion by constructing protection, the DMF should have set
performance indicators and targets that were directly connected to the protection works,
e.g., the length or percentage of the planned protection works established applying the adaptative
approach. One of the two primary outcome indicators related to cropping intensity and cereal and fishery
production. However, the project in itself was not an agriculture project. Riverbank protection alone will
not contribute to production increases. Also, the DMF could have been better formulated to enable
monitoring and evaluating of project achievements. Since some performance indicators were descriptive
e.g., those for the REMS (achievements of annual beneficiary contribution targets, provision of sufficient
budget by the government), it was not clear how they should be measured. In addition, baseline data
were not specified for most indicators. The absence of baseline data limited the value of the DMF as a
monitoring tool. Further, it was not appropriate for the DMF to include resettlement among the project
outputs, since this was a safeguard aspect with requirements that the project had to comply with.
38.
Second, although the other main outcome indicator was effective REMS operation, the project
design did not specify or define the exact content of the REMS. What activities are critical for the REMS?
What it should consist of? What institutional arrangements should be in place to make it sustainable?
Although JMCs and WMA were supposed to be involved in maintenance as part of the REMS, it was not
clear how the project intended to involve villagers in this. In fact, the villagers met by the evaluation were
fully aware of the project activities and its benefits, but they had no idea of their role in maintaining the
protection works. A crystal clear understanding and agreement on the REMS was lacking at the design
stage and throughout implementation, affecting the project design and its sustainability. Third, the
project design should have paid greater attention to the role and value of the adaptive approach during
project implementation and post-construction. Implementation of the adaptive approach entails O&M.
These issues are returned to in the sustainability section.
39.
Extension of scope. The scope extension, funded by savings on project costs, helped make the
protection more resilient (para. 26). However, no budget was included for the implementation of the
adaptive approach for the additional protection works when the project scope was extended. The savings
were spent only on the additional works,48 limiting the implementation of the adaptive approach.
Innovative feature. The adaptive approach, using phased deployment of geo-bags to protect
40.
the riverbank, was a new approach in Bangladesh. It was a quick and effective response to bank erosion
in case of an emergency. The advantage of using geo-bags as materials is that (i) geo-bags can provide
a stable and flexible cover with adequate resistance to river flow forces on the revetment, (ii) geo-bags
are easily stockpiled, (iii) sand for filling the geo-bags is available near rivers throughout the year and
near the construction site,49 and (iv) no filter is needed for difficult subsoil conditions because geo-bags
can contain filter characteristics and retain fine underlying subsoil. In addition, the adaptive approach
enables systematic monitoring of the condition of geo-bags underwater, leading to cost-savings (paras.
28, 36). The geo-bags used two abundant resources, sand and labor, in Bangladesh. The adaptive
approach employed by the project has subsequently been used for other riverbank protection projects in
Bangladesh and beyond, e.g., for flood mitigation and riverbank stabilization in Assam, India.
41.
To summarize, the project was in line with the strategic objectives of the government and ADB.
It was designed to serve the pressing need to protect farming areas from riverbank erosion and floods.
Using geo-bags along natural river alignment was a new approach in the water resource management
sector of Bangladesh and it proved cost-effective. However, the project was hindered by design issues.
The indicators for the outcome and the outputs should have been better linked. Most of the performance
indicators were descriptive and lacked baseline data. The design did not specify what activities were
The Sirajganj Division of BWDB has initiated a development project proforma (DPP) for some adaptation and maintenance work
of the Kaijuri protection works (the additional 10-km section upstream of the Hurashagar River).
49
Preparation of 10,000 geo-bags (filling, stitching, and dumping) can be done in a few days. The procurement of rocks and/or
boulders is difficult and limited to the dry season. Concrete blocks take a comparatively long time to harden and cannot be used
immediately. In addition, these materials are more expensive than geo-bags.
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critical for the effective operations of the REMS. The project used savings for the additional protection
works but did not apply the adaptive approach to the additional works and part of the original works.
Nevertheless, despite these design problems, the project was an appropriate response to the river
dynamics, it was aligned with strategic development priorities, and its adaptive approach was innovative.
Overall, the evaluation regards the project as relevant.

B.

Effectiveness

42.
Effectiveness is normally assessed by progress against targets set in the DMF. However, in this
case most of the performance indicators were descriptive rather than quantitative and lacked baseline
data, except for resettlement and training. No quantitative target was set for riverbank protection, a
major output of the project. This made assessing effectiveness challenging. The evaluation put weight
on the effectiveness of the riverbank protection, because the project’s primary rationale was to mitigate
riverbank erosion. While the project was not an agriculture project, riverbank protection contributed to
an increase in agriculture production in conjunction with other support services (para. 37). With this in
mind, the assessment of the achievement of the project outputs and outcome is presented below.
1.

Achievement of Outputs

43.
Output A: riverbank protection works. The project constructed riverbank protection by placing
sand-filled geo-bags for 7.0 km at the PIRDP site and 4.4 km at the MDIP site. The evaluation found that
the riverbank protection works were in an acceptable condition. While minor damage was observed, the
bank lines had been fixed by the riverbank protection works.
44.
According to BWDB’s Flood Forecasting and Warning Center, the closest gauge station of the
PIRDP is Aricha where the danger water level is 9.4 m.50 The Jamuna river water level at Aricha exceeded
this level almost every year after project completion in 2011, except for 2017 and 2018. In the MDIP area,
the closest gauge station is Bhagyakul (on the lower Padma river) where the danger water level is 6.3 m.
The Bhagyakul gauge station exceeded the water level every year since the completion, except for 2018.
Nevertheless, although the two areas have exceeded their danger water levels almost every year, they
have not experienced floods since 2011.
45.
During the field visit, the evaluation observed that riverbank erosion had been halted along the
stretches of the Jamuna river where the protection was placed. At the point where the project protections
end, there was a village located in a non-protected section. Five houses along the non-protected section
of the river were seriously threatened by erosion. The field observations indicated that the riverbank
protection using geo-bags had been effective. Details of the field observations and photos showing the
condition of the riverbank can be found in Appendix 4.
46.
The adaptive approach was practiced for the originally planned protection works at a limited
scale, but was not implemented for the additional protection works (paras. 28, 39). The evaluation
requested BWDB to provide quantitative data or supporting information on the impact of the riverbank
protection works constructed under the project. In the absence of such quantitative information, the
impact of the works was evaluated using LandSat satellite images available on Google Earth.
47.
The bank protection works were superimposed on these satellite images (Figures 1, 2, and 3).
The first and second satellite images in each figure show the situation before the construction of the
bank protection works. The third image shows the situation immediately after construction of the
protection works. The fourth image shows the situation using the most recent satellite image. For each
of the interventions, the series of images shows that the bank line shifted considerably prior to
50

Bangladesh Water Development Board Flood Forecasting and Warning Center
http://www.ffwc.gov.bd/index.php/data/waterlevel-table
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construction. As the bank line shift occurred gradually over the years, the available satellite images in
1987 and 2008 were selected as representing the pre-project situation. After construction, the bank lines
no longer shifted and erosion was halted.
48.
Major erosion can be observed in the period prior to construction (Figures 1 and 3), particularly
where the PIRDP additional works and MDIP protection works were located. For the PIRDP works, less
erosion can be observed before construction, which may raise the question of whether the location
selected for the construction of the protection works was actually the most relevant location and whether
the forecasted erosion rate in the economic analysis was justified (Figure 2). This demonstrates the
importance of the selection of sites as well as of continuous monitoring and follow up activities to protect
other sides of the rivers.
49.
Output B: Nonstructural river erosion mitigation measures. The project’s nonstructural
mitigation measures consisted of (i) disaster preparedness and management plans, and (ii) resettlement
and social development.
(i)
The project implemented training programs on disaster risk management for the populations
in the riverine fringe areas. The Bangladesh Disaster Preparedness Centre, an NGO, was
commissioned to implement disaster risk management in 2003. Training programs were
conducted through mock exercises, cultural shows, disaster preparedness days, and the
distribution of 5,000 pictorial booklets. The training strengthened the capacities of upazila and
union disaster management committees, and 45 village disaster preparedness committees
(VDPCs).51 The functioning of the flood warning system at the village level was reviewed and
strengthened by linking VDPCs to local organizations by telephone and/or radio communication
so warnings from the Flood Forecasting and Warning Center are disseminated in a timely way
at the upazila and union levels. The villagers participated in the training and found it useful. A
disaster risk management plan was developed according to the NGO above and the local people
in Pabna district interviewed by the evaluation team.
(ii)
The responses of beneficiaries and affected persons interviewed by the evaluation were positive
about (a) the project benefits (a reduction in flood damage and an increase in the number of
cropping seasons), (b) implementation of the safeguards (consultation before the project
started, and information disclosure during implementation). They mentioned that running
shops and agriculture production along the river had become more secure. The affected persons
met by the evaluation team were satisfied with their relocated environment and said that
compensation had been paid on time. The resettlement villages have become integrated with
the neighboring communities. A grievances redressal committee was set up, consisting of two
persons from BWDB, one NGO representative, two affected persons (one female and one male).
50.
Output C: Institutional strengthening of the riverbank erosion management system (REMS). The
REMS was established to ensure sustainable implementation of the adaptive approach for riverbank
protection. The project developed tools as part of the REMS to reinforce embankments: a yearly river
erosion assessment prepared by the Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services
(CEGIS), guidelines for riverbank protection, and a survey river erosion information database. The key role
of the REMS is to facilitate the application of the adaptive approach.
51.
The guidelines for riverbank protection were developed to facilitate BWDB’s design process and
were adopted by the government in 2008.52 The guidelines covered river behavior, hydraulics, hydrology,
planning and strategy of river erosion management, and design aspects for riverbank protection works.
They introduced the concept of the REMS and explained the adaptive approach with the use of geo-bags,
based on performance analysis over a decade of experience, including in the PIRDP and MDIP areas.

51

The project provided refresher training in 2007 by an NGO. In 2011, it engaged CEGIS in carrying out disaster awareness and
preparaiton training for the additional 10 km of protection at Shajadpur upazila of Sirajgonj district in the PIRDP area.
52
Ministry of Water Resources. 2008. Guidelines for River Bank Protection. Dhaka.
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Figure 1: Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project Bank Protection Works: Additional Section

Note: Yellow line shows the location of the protection works.
1987 is before construction, 2008 immediately before construction, 2011 immediately after construction, 2020 at present.
Source: Google Earth.

Figure 2: Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project Bank Protection Works: Original Design

Note: Yellow line shows the location of the protection works.
1987 is before construction, 2001 immediately before construction, 2008 immediately after construction, 2020 at present.
Source: Google Earth.

Figure 3: Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project Bank Protection Works

Note: Yellow line shows the location of the protection works.
1988 is before construction, 2001 immediately before construction, 2008 immediately after construction, 2020 at present.
Source: Google Earth.
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52.
The project also developed a data management system, called riverbank erosion information
management (REIM). The database was developed to monitor the river developments and the river
response to bank protection. The REIM contained (i) bathymetric survey data, from large-scale surveys
on river morphology to surveys about the performance of bank protection; (ii) water levels of rivers;
(iii) float tracking in speed and directions; (iv) discharge data; and (v) low-water satellite imagery.53 The
survey data were processed by a morphological data analyst and a river surveyor under the project.
According to BWDB, the surveys included monitoring using divers and were conducted during project
implementation from 2004 to 2009. The survey data were stored in a database which was handed over
to BWDB’s Planning Department at project completion.
53.
The CEGIS prepared a yearly prediction of the erosion for the next 2 years. This has been part of
the center’s annual assessment of the river morphological process for over 15 years. The CEGIS’s regular
assessment was funded by the government, the project, and the center. The status of those products at
the completion and evaluation stages is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Products Developed for the Riverbank Erosion Management System
Products
Yearly
erosion
prediction

Project Completion in 2011
The river morphological process was assessed
annually by Center for Environmental and
Geographic Information Services (CEGIS) using its
own funds in 2007 and funding by UNDP in 2008.

Project Evaluation in 2020
The prediction had been prepared by CEGIS
annually, financed through the project and
FRERMIP (2009-2018). CEGIS conducted the
assessment using its own funds in 2019.

Guidelines
for
riverbank
protection

Riverbank protection alternatives (a maximum of five)
were examined and monitored with a view to
substantially improving traditional design practices.
New systematic and integrated approaches included
geotechnical engineering and the application of
modern design principles. This approach was
incorporated into the guidelines finalized by a
national member of the panel of experts and a team
from the Bangladesh University of Engineering and
Technology in December 2008. The guidelines were
approved by BWDB.
A database was prepared to contain the monitoring
results of the underwater surveys. This database was
handed over to BWDB.

The guidelines were used from 2008 to 2017.
In 2016, modeling results from the River
Research Institute (RRI) of Bangladesh
indicated that the application of geo-bags
together with concrete cement blocks would
lead to better results (para. 80). Use of the
guidelines was therefore discontinued.

Monitoring
database

The database has not been well managed or
maintained under BWDB. A new database
has been set up under the FRERMIP.

BWDB = Bangladesh Water Development Board; CEGIS = Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services;
FRERMIP = Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Investment Program; RRI = River Research Institute
Source: Bangladesh Water Development Board; Center for Environmental and Geographic Information Services

54.
At the village level, JMCs were set up to serve as transparent and accountable decision-making
organizations for water resources management activities, including riverbank erosion management,
irrigation, and drainage O&M and agricultural production.54 JMCs were established during the early stage
of project implementation but became dysfunctional after being established in the PIRDP and MDIP areas.
This is discussed in more detail in the section on sustainability. An emergency riverbank protection group
was supposed to be formed by the JMCs and SMOs, in order to provide labor for emergency works during
flood seasons. However, the emergency group did not exist according to the WMGs and villagers
interviewed during the evaluation. No information was available to confirm the establishment of these
emergency groups.
2.

Achievement of Outcome

55.
The envisaged outcome of the project was sustained income levels in the two project command
areas through establishment of a REMS. The outcome performance indicators included cropping intensity,
53
54

Footnote 24, Appendix 11.
Footnote 24, p. 30.
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improved production, employment generation, 55 and establishment of REMS operations. The
achievements of these can be measured by income levels and the efficacy of the REMS established under
the project.
Increased income levels. The Directorate of Agriculture Extension (DAE) provided the evaluation
56.
with the following information: the cropping intensity for Pabna District was 248% in 2018–2019 and that
for Matlab North Upazila (the MDIP area) was 211% in the same period.56 Another study found similar
levels of cropping intensity: 230% in Pabna district and 190% in Chandpur district.57 At the evaluation
stage, no data were available to assess the impact of the project on cereal and fishery production, although
the evaluation made an effort to collect agriculture data from DAE and other sources. Villagers interviewed
by the evaluation team explained that cereal production had declined due to crop diversification and
urbanization. Nonetheless, the beneficiaries said they had felt safer and more secure in practicing economic
activities in the current flood-free environment when compared with the situation before the project.58
Currently, three cropping cycles per year are practiced in the project areas, which was a result of the project
mitigating flood impacts. The project contributed to the enhancement of economic development in the
project areas.
57.
Efficacy of the riverbank erosion management system. The adaptive approach was implemented
during the project’s first 2 years, supported by the establishment of the REMS, including a database
(paras. 50–53). Institutional training was conducted on the implementation of the adaptive approach.
Staff members of BWDB and SMOs found the institutional capacity development useful and the adaptive
approach practical, especially the identification of precise dumping points using GIS and underwater
surveys.
58.
The adaptive approach was developed as a response to the dynamic morphological behavior of
the rivers. However, it was conducted only at the downstream end of the PIRDP protection works because
(i) the project shifted its budget utilization to the additional protection works, with the adaptive approach
omitted from these additional works; (ii) the construction period started about 2 years later than scheduled,
which curtailed the implementation period; and (iii) the rate of river scour was less than anticipated.59 No
records or supporting information were provided to show that adaptive approach took place for the
additional protection works (para. 39).
59.
BWDB informed the evaluation that the PIRDP and MDIP areas had not experienced flood damage
since project completion. No embankments were breached in the riverine fringe areas. Villagers met during
the field visits concurred with this assessment. This indicates that the protected riverbanks halted the
riverbank erosion and that there had been no severe damage to the embankments (paras. 44-45).
60.
The project was supposed to establish a REMS to monitor riverbank conditions over time and to
predict which sections would need to be protected applying the adaptive approach. The REMS was a
critical element of the adaptive approach and was intended to ensure continued implementation of the
approach after the project. However, proper arrangements were not established for liaising with
institutions in conducting prediction analysis on a continuous basis. The budget for prediction analysis in
the last 2 years has been inadequate and this has affected timely communication with the institutions
regarding the results for next year’s plans and the operational performance of the REMS over the long
term.

55

Other outcome performance indicators related to project employment were applicable only to the implementation period, and
thus they were not valid at the evaluation.
56
The MDIP data were provided by the Directorate of Agriculture Extension (DAE), Chandpur district. The PIRDIP data were provided
by DAE, Pabna district.
57
M. Nasim et al. 2017. Distribution of Crops and Cropping Patterns in Bangladesh. Bangladesh Rice Journal. 21 (2): 1-55.
58
The mission met 18 beneficiaries, 40 affected persons, including 20 women and 25 members of water management organizations
and associations in Pabna district (PIRDP area); 21 beneficiaries including 5 women and 44 representatives of water management
associations and organizations in Chandpur district (MDIP area).
59
FREMRIP consultant. Guidelines for Riverbank Protection. Appendix A, Figures A18 and A19.
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61.
In conclusion, the evaluation believes that income levels in the project areas have been sustained.
This outcome was substantially achieved. The REMS was established and BWDB’s capacity for the adaptive
approach was developed. Annual O&M plans were prepared and these were to be executed through
BWDB’s district and upazila offices. The outputs were largely achieved. However, proper institutional
arrangements were not set up for the REMS as planned, which hampered the performance of REMS
operations over time. After the construction of protection works, the bank erosion was halted in areas
where major erosion had been observed prior to the project. Disaster risk management awareness was
enhanced at upazila and union levels. The project addressed social safeguards well and the participation
of women in training was prioritized. The affected persons expressed positive feedback about the project
and the improvement it had made to their livelihoods. Overall, the project is assessed effective.

C.

Efficiency

62.
Economic efficiency. The economic internal rate of return (EIRR) was calculated for the project as
a whole at the time of project evaluation using ADB’s standard methodology for EIRR calculation. 60 The
resulting EIRR was 14.6%. This recomputed EIRR was lower than those estimated at appraisal (16.7% for
the PIRDP area and 31.4% for the MDIP area) and at completion (24.1%). However, it is still higher than
the social opportunity cost of capital of 12.0%. The economic analysis is detailed in Appendix 5.
63.
The economic reevaluation adopted a conservative approach. It considered project economic
benefits that could be directly attributed and readily estimated. Two types of benefits were considered:
avoidance of the need to build annual protection works in the project areas and avoidance of household
relocation costs. From the perspective of economic analysis, these constituted resource savings that could
be used for alternative economic activities. In a without-project scenario, costs for dredging, repairs, and
related protection works would have been incurred. Households living on the embankments and along the
riverbank would have had to be relocated during flooding.
64.
The project’s report and recommendation of the President (RRP) and its project completion report
(PCR) indicated that incremental improvements to agriculture crop production in the project area had been
a major economic benefit. In the PCR, benefits from incremental crop production comprised about 52%
of total economic benefits. However, this evaluation considers that such an approach raises many
conceptual and methodological issues since the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project was not
an agriculture project in itself. If it had been, incremental crop production could have been considered as
the main economic benefit. However, the project’s aim was to minimize erosion and prevent damage in
flood-prone areas.
65.
Other project benefits estimated at completion related to avoided losses of lands, properties, and
assets from riverbank erosion and annual flooding. They included the loss of agriculture, industries,
markets, settlements and plots of lands; loss of fisheries; household relocation costs; infrastructure losses
for the Local Government Engineering Department; damage to flood control drainage, irrigation, and
command area development; and dredging costs.
66.
This economic reevaluation recognizes these benefits. However, they were not valued in view of
the unavailability of recent data and information (e.g., the values of lands, buildings, and other assets,
erosion rates, or erosion patterns for the different project area sites), which in turn can be attributed to
infrequent detailed surveys and field investigations, and a lack of agronomic and limnological studies in
the project areas, among other things. The evaluation is of the view that these project benefits, while valid,
could not be assessed with reasonable accuracy, and, even if the evaluation were to estimate the benefits,
this would raise questions as to the reliability of the results. Nonetheless, these indirect benefits, taken
together, could result in a higher EIRR than what was re-assessed using a conservative approach.

60

ADB. 2017. Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Projects. Manila. The current ADB cut-off rate is 9%, but this evaluation uses
the previous ADB cut-off rate of 12% because the appraisal year was 2002.
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67.
Total costs consisted of capital investment costs and O&M costs. These were subsequently
converted to economic costs using a standard conversion factor. In view of the lumpiness of the capital
investment costs, there was no attempt to conduct an economic analysis on the individual project sites,
i.e., the PIRDP and MDIP areas, as was done during appraisal. The O&M costs were sourced from BWDB,
although it could provide costs only for the PIRDP area. There was no corresponding estimate for O&M
costs in the MDIP area except for fiscal years 2019 and 2020.
68.
Sensitivity analysis results show that, even if only savings from protection works are considered,
the project remains economically viable with an EIRR of 14.3%, above the 12% social discount rate.
Increasing total cost by 10% yields an EIRR of 13.2%, which is slightly higher than the 12% opportunity
cost of capital (Appendix 5, Table A5.2). These results are consistent with the appraisal EIRRs and with
the results reported in the PCR, although the reestimated EIRR was lower than the EIRRs in the PCR and
at appraisal. The re-estimated EIRR shows that the project is economically viable despite the conservative
approach used in the reevaluation.
69.
Table 3 compares the EIRRs at project appraisal, project completion, and this evaluation. At
project appraisal, the EIRR estimates were 16.7% for the PIRDP area and 31.4% for the MDIP area. A
combined EIRR for the whole project was not provided at appraisal. The PCR computed the EIRR at 24.1%
for the whole project but did not provide separate EIRRs for PIRDP and MDIP (footnote 5). In view of the
lack of detail on the costs side, this evaluation recalculated the EIRR for the whole project.
Table 3: Recalculated Economic Internal Rates of Return
at Project Appraisal, Completion, and Evaluation (%)
PIRDP area
MDIP area
Overall project

Appraisal
16.7
31.4

Completion

Evaluation

24.1

14.6

EIRR = economic internal rate of return; MDIP = Meghna–Dhonagoda Irrigation Project;
PIRDP = Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project
Sources: Asian Development Bank, Independent Evaluation Department.

70.
Process efficiency. The project had two extensions and was completed 2 years later than
scheduled. The project implementation was initially scheduled for 6 years. The delays resulted from the
need for the executing agency to revise the development project proforma (DPP) and to await final
approval of the revised DPP. This was because of the two changes in scope, including additional protection
works. Litigation on the procurement of geo-bags delayed implementation by about a year. The delay was
incorporated into the reestimated economic cost and benefit stream. The project did not experience any
cost overruns.
71.
In summary, the project was economically viable. The project had two formal extensions and was
completed 2 years later than planned with no cost overruns. The project is assessed efficient.

D.

Sustainability

72.
When the evaluation team visited the PIRDP site and the additional protection works, it found the
protection works to be operational and mostly in good condition. In some sections, minor damage was
observed and this was being repaired using geo-bags. Maintenance work using geo-bags was observed at
various places. At the MDIP site, riverbank protection works of 4.2 km along the Meghna river were
operational and the condition was satisfactory over long stretches. Although minor damage was observed
at many sites, the robustness of the structure was corroborated by the local people met by the evaluation
team (Appendix 4).
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Operation and maintenance. Regular monitoring, use of the adaptive approach, and O&M did
73.
not continue after the project for two reasons. First, the O&M budget was inadequate. No budget item
was specified for monitoring or the adaptive approach within the limited budget. Second, a crystal-clear
agreement was not made between BWDB and ADB on the linkage and supplementary roles between the
adaptive approach and O&M. For instance, it was not clear if the adaptive approach should have been
included in the O&M budget. Also, clarity is needed on how the adaptive approach could best be
implemented after the project. Moreover, the responsible entities for O&M and the adaptive approach
could have been clearly spelled out.
74.
BWDB assigned SMOs to carry out O&M of the protection facilities along riverbanks and
embankments. Since project completion in 2011, BWDB has not provided adequate O&M resources for the
project sites. The data provided by BWDB show that an O&M allocation of Tk103.3 million for the PIRDP
area in 2009–2020, and Tk59 million for the MDIP area in 2018–2019. No allocation was made for the
MDIP area from 2009 to 2017 based on data provided by BWDB.61 This insufficient budget for repair and
O&M was recognized in the mid-term review of the project, which also noted that the various
organizations’ roles in planning, implementation supervision, and M&E needed to be defined, more
qualified staff should be assigned for M&E, and the REMS needed to be institutionalized in the long term.62
75.
The evaluation team was consistently informed during the field visits that O&M funds had been
insufficient despite ample signs that the protection works were deteriorating. The O&M division of Bera
upazila, Pabna district, asked for an O&M budget of Tk450 million in 2019–2020 but received only
Tk28 million, out of which about Tk7 million was spent for the PIRDP area. The SMO of Pabna district
received O&M funds for emergency repairs, but the amount was insufficient to repair all the damage.
76.
The evaluation asked BWDB to provide O&M information, such as records of activities, O&M plans,
and O&M budget costs of the project riverbank protection works after completion. However, this
information has not yet been received. The limited information on O&M has made it difficult to make a
quantitative assessment of the O&M status. 63 According to the ADB Bangladesh Resident Mission, BWDB
made only about 10% of the required O&M budget available each year. Development partners met by the
evaluation team largely concurred with this estimate.
77.
Notwithstanding, the government has recognized the importance of O&M. Damaged parts of
protection continue to be improved using domestic funds for riverbank improvement and repair of damage.
After the project, positive signs emerged: (i) BWDB put the Chief Engineer’s Office in charge of O&M; and
(ii) the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 approved in 2018 by the prime minister focuses on the adaptive
approach and states that 2.5% of GDP should be invested in O&M by BWDB.
78.
Adaptive approach. The evaluation found a lack of a common understanding between BWDB and
ADB regarding the adaptive approach. On the one hand, BWDB regards the application of the adaptive
approach as limited to the project duration. According to this viewpoint, the costs for implementing the
adaptive approach should be included in the project costs. BWDB believes that the application of the
adaptive approach should not be funded by its regular O&M budget. On the other hand, ADB takes the
view that O&M should be implemented in parallel with the adaptive approach and should be continued
regardless of the adaptive approach. O&M for the geo-bag protection should be separated from the
adaptive approach. The project intended to establish a REMS to be institutionalized within BWDB, precisely
because this would guarantee the implementation of the adaptive approach after project completion.
Given this lack of a common understanding, application of the adaptive approach after the project has

The PCR assessed the project likely sustainable on a basis that the riverbanks had not been eroded, showing the protection work’s
resilience against floods. It also said that the allocation of O&M funds had been adequate and that the irrigation service fee
collection had increased from 2010 to 2012.
62
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Table 1 implied that insufficient O&M was implemented in PIRDP area.
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taken place in a vacuum. At the design stage, ADB and BWDB should have been in agreement on whether
adaptive approach was part of capital expenditure or operational expenses.
79.
Institutionalizing the riverbank erosion management system (REMS). The REMS was expected to
play an important role in ensuring the project’s sustainability by supporting the adaptive approach to
riverbank protection. An appropriate institutional setting is critical if both the adaptive approach and the
REMS are to function sustainably. Institutional training, such as carrying out dumping geo-bags using GIS,
was useful for BWDB and SMOs and helped to demonstrate the adaptive approach during implementation.
However, because of the lack of a common understanding about the adaptive approach, the REMS has
not been systematically institutionalized within BWDB. 64 Greater attention should have been devoted to
establishing a REMS that functioned well, including appropriate institutional arrangements, to allow the
REMS to operate over the long term. BWDB informed the evaluation team that the REMS, including
riverbank erosion information management (REIM), has been hard to maintain given the reduction in the
BWDB staff size from 24,368 in 1985 to 8,935 employees in 1998 before the project.65 The project missed
an opportunity to demonstrate the efficacy of a REMS and to extend it to other areas and projects.
80.
The evaluation was informed that products developed for the REMS have not been maintained
after project completion. The guidelines for riverbank protection were developed under the project and
used from 2008 to 2017 (paras. 51-53). Discussions took place over whether the use of geo-bags only for
the construction of the falling apron was suitable or whether a mix of geo-bags and concrete cement block
should be applied. In 2016, the River Research Institute (RRI) of the Ministry of Water Resources of
Bangladesh investigated the performance of different launching materials: concrete cement blocks, stonechips, and geo-bags. RRI’s modeling results indicated that the application of geo-bags together with
concrete cement blocks would lead to better results than geo-bags only. At that point, BWDB stopped the
application of the guidelines for the time being.
81.
Local stakeholder engagement. At the district and community level, JMCs were established in the
PIRDP and MDIP areas during the early stages of implementation but they did not become functional.
Effective representation mechanisms for the different groups of stakeholders were lacking and the JMC
had no legal basis. Local government and line agency representatives did not participate in the JMCs in a
meaningful way. During implementation, the SMOs participated in JMC activities irregularly and line
agencies showed minimal engagement. At the upazila level, the JMCs comprised representatives of the
water management organizations (WMOs), BWDB, and local government institutions. Representatives of
the JMCs were selected by the BWDB field office, not by the WMOs. As a result, SMOs occupied vital JMC
positions, e.g., chairperson and secretary. Representatives of WMOs informed the evaluation team that
JMC members from WMOs did not understand the roles and needs of the JMC. Consequently, WMOs’
interest and engagement in the JMC faded away.
82.
Public awareness. Local beneficiaries and affected persons benefited from training on:
(i) integrated pest management, (ii) maintenance of irrigation channels, (iii) chicken farming over the pond,
and (iv) emergency awareness and protecting the embankment in case of an emergency. The villagers’
awareness of the need for disaster preparedness increased significantly under the project. The project
facilitated active community engagement in participatory water management. Village communities are
more aware of the importance of disaster preventive measures as a result of the training. However, when
the evaluation team visited, no village disaster preparedness committees existed, and no prevention
disaster plan was available.
83.
In 2014, the Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management Investment Program was approved
as a follow-on program of the project. Work on FRERMIP began in 2016. Use of the adaptive approach at
project sites was initially included in the FRERMIP budget, but was later dropped. This was because the
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The ADB Bangladesh Resident Mission concurred.
Bangladesh Water Development Board.
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FRERMIP budget was reduced by about $7 million because of changes in exchange rates, according to the
program’s PMO. As a result, FRERMIP concentrated on the construction of new protection works. Based
on lessons learned during tranche 1 and the project experience, a budget for the adaptive approach was
included in tranche 2 for 40 km of protection works (para. 31). Considering the project construction works
were completed 9 years ago, it is not clear whether the adaptive approach in tranche 2 should be regarded
as an adaptative approach or as an O&M activity of the project outputs.
84.
To summarize, BWDB has not allocated adequate O&M resources for the project sites since project
completion. The adaptive approach has not been implemented beyond the lifetime of the project, owing
to the lack of a common understanding about the approach between BWDB and the ADB as well as
inadequate allocations by BWDB. REMS operations were not appropriately institutionalized within BWDB,
although the institutional setting is critical for the sustainable application of the adaptive approach. The
guidelines for riverbank protection developed under the project have not been used since 2017. Although
the government has recognized the importance of O&M, the institutional arrangements and financial
allocations have been unsatisfactory. The project is assessed less than likely sustainable.

CHAPTER 4

Other Assessments
85.
This chapter assesses development impact as well as the performance of ADB and the executing
and implementing agencies. The ratings for these criteria did not form part of the overall assessment.

A.

Development Impacts

86.
The expected impact of the project was to sustain and enhance economic growth, reduce
poverty, and ensure livelihood security in the PIRDP and MDIP areas by preventing the erosion of the
riverbanks. The project achieved its targeted impact of reducing annual damage and income losses
brought about by riverbank erosion. Riverbank protection works have been effective. No embankment
has been breached and only minor flood damage to the riverbank protection has occurred since project
completion.
87.
The implementation of protective measures applying the adaptive approach halted the erosion
along the protected stretches of the river and reduced the risk of flooding the two irrigation schemes.
These areas were able to continue their development, without suffering setbacks caused by flooding.
Economic growth, social improvement, and infrastructure development have continued as a result of the
additional security the project provided against riverbank erosion.
88.
The beneficiaries were engaged in activities, involving crop production and fishing for their
livelihoods. Crop diversification helped to increase incomes. Before the project, the villagers’ livelihoods
depended on a single cycle per year of rice-based agriculture. While some villagers supplemented their
farming income by fishing, it did not generate sufficient incomes. Meanwhile, crop diversification
gradually emerged in the project districts. By protecting the irrigation area from floods, the project
enabled the farmers to practice three cropping cycles per year, e.g., by including sugarcane, turmeric,
and/or betel leaf, in addition to rice. Beneficiaries and affected persons alike interviewed by the evaluation
stated that their incomes, in general, had risen as compared to before the project. On the whole, the
project made a positive contribution to reducing poverty and improving rural incomes, although the
extent and magnitude of this cannot be easily ascertained.
89.
The project deserves credit for bringing in the new adaptive approach, which proved to be a
cost-effective and technically appropriate way of addressing the recurrent erosion along the riverbanks.
The long-term development impact of the project’s achievements will depend on the government’s
continuous commitment, including allocating financial resources to further strengthen the riverbank
protection measures and to implement the REMS. If the REMS is institutionalized within BWDB and if
sufficient funds are secured to implement the adaptive approach to the riverbank protection works, the
project will have a long-term positive impact.
90.
The project helped reduce flood risks in the project areas. A heightened sense of security has
encouraged people to invest in production and economic activities. The follow-on ADB program to the
project decided to revert to the adaptive approach in its tranche 2 (para. 83), indicating that the project’s
approach is being replicated. The project’s development impact is assessed satisfactory.

Other Assessments

B.
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Performance of the Asian Development Bank

91.
It is commendable that ADB developed an adaptive approach to suit the dynamic features of
rivers throughout Bangladesh. The approach also proved to be cost-effective. ADB was responsive to the
government’s policy development, including the National Water Management Plan which covered
participatory water management. ADB was able to accommodate the government’s urgent request to
revise the scope of the project during implementation. ADB project implementation supervision was
intensive, comprising six special project administration review missions (24 staff days), 12 review missions
(386 staff days), one midterm review mission (228 staff days), and one project completion review mission
(96 staff days). ADB’s interactions with the executing and implementing agencies were thorough and
timely. Both the district governments visited by the evaluation team provided positive feedback on the
quality of ADB’s supervision and performance during preparation and implementation. The feedback
from BWDB indicated that there was adequate and timely consultation among stakeholders during the
project preparation and design phases. However, ADB missed an opportunity to use the project savings
to implement the adaptive approach over the full length of the protection works. Instead, the savings
were used to finance only the additional works. ADB should have paid greater attention, at the design
and implementation stages, to how to ensure continuous implementation of the adaptive approach and
O&M. It would have helped if all stakeholders had been in agreement on the use of the adaptive approach
to run an effective and sustainable REMS.
92.
The evaluation team found it hard to locate information from the appraisal and completion
stages of the project. A basic project performance monitoring system for outcome and output indicators
was not available. In the absence of data and a comprehensive economic analysis, the evaluation team
found it challenging to verify the methodologies and data used for the economic analyses prepared at
the appraisal and completion stages of the project. Having a set of records and evidence-based
information is an indicator of good project management. ADB should have made more effort to store
data in an accessible form and to manage project documents. Overall, the performance of ADB during
implementation is assessed satisfactory.

C.

Performance of the Borrower, Executing Agency, and Implementing
Agencies

93.
The project began 2 months after loan approval by ADB. BWDB as the executing agency
demonstrated active commitment and strong engagement during preparation and implementation.
Project directors and assigned staff of BWDB made field visits on a regular basis during the project.
Implementing agencies at district levels were actively committed to implementing O&M and promoting
community awareness of disaster risk management and community participation in water management.
However, the allocation of O&M funds at the district levels has been inadequate, because of BWDB’s
limited funds for O&M. Plans and records of monitoring activities and budgeting were not available at
the PMO or the SMOs. BWDB made an effort to allocate a budget for O&M and emergency repairs of the
bank protection under the project. The Chief Engineer’s Office was put in charge of O&M following the
Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100. Post-project institutional arrangements for O&M should have been
established at BWDB and financial resources secured. BWDB’s capacity for environmental and social
safeguard implementation was developed through practical training on environmental management,
resettlement, monitoring, and grievance redressal mechanisms. Since BWDB staff were engineers, they
were not interested in safeguard issues. They depended on consultants’ advice and demonstrated little
leadership in addressing safeguard issues. 66 BWDB’s PMO and SMOs provided fragmentary data to the
evaluation; most data on O&M and economic analysis were not available. This made the task of verifying
data and the overall evaluation exercise more challenging. Based on these findings, the overall
performance of the borrower, executing agency, and implementing agencies was satisfactory.
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CHAPTER 5

Overall Assessment, Issues,
Lessons, and Recommendations
94.
This chapter summarizes the evaluation by providing an overall assessment of the project. It
highlights some of the key issues and lessons and offers recommendations.

A.

Overall Assessment

95.
The project was aligned with the development goals of the government and the priorities of
ADB’s country partnership strategies. The project implementation arrangements were appropriate . The
project introduced the adaptative approach using geo-bags to construct riverbank protections as a means
of coping with the morphological dynamics of the rivers. The project demonstrated the cost-effectiveness
of the approach by using the materials and resources of the country. Because of the adaptive approach,
cost saving was possible during implementation. The project scope was expanded and an additional
10 km of works were constructed in the PIRDP area and an extra 7 km in the MDIP area. The scope
extension made the protection works more resilient, but the savings were used to finance only the
additional works. They should also have been allocated to implementing the adaptation approach for
both the original and the additional protections. The project’s design issues included the following:
(i) the DMF had weak links between the outcome and outputs and lacked baseline data, and (ii) the
project design did not specify what activities were critical for operating the REMS. Nevertheless, the
protection works halted the riverbank erosion and there has been no major damage to the protection
works since project closure, demonstrating the efficacy of the approach. The project was economically
viable. It had two extensions and was completed 2 years later than planned due to scope changes for
the additional protection works. The adaptive approach was practiced for the originally planned
protection works, but only at a limited scale. It has not been practiced since project closure. This was
mainly due to the lack of a common understanding of adaptive approach, as well as inadequate O&M
funds secured. The project was not able to institutionalize REMS operations within BWDB. Overall,
BWDB’s approach to O&M has been institutionally and financially unsatisfactory.
96.
The evaluation assesses the project performance successful as it was relevant, effective, efficient,
and less than likely sustainable (Table 4).
Table 4: Overall Assessment of Project Performance
Evaluation Criteria

PCR

PPER

Relevance

Relevant

Relevant

Effectiveness
Efficiency
Sustainability

Effective
Efficient
Likely

Effective
Efficient
Less than likely

Overall Assessment

Successful

Successful

Key Reasons for Disagreement
and/or Comments

The adaptive approach was practiced only
at a limited scale and has not been used
since project closure. The project was
unable to institutionalize the REMS. O&M
has been inadequate.

Overall Assessment, Issues, Lessons, and Recommendations
Evaluation Criteria

PCR

PPER

Preliminary Assessment of
Impact

Likely to have a
positive impact

Satisfactory

Performance of Borrower
and Executing Agency

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Performance of ADB

Satisfactory

Satisfactory
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Key Reasons for Disagreement
and/or Comments
The long-term development impact will
depend
on
the
government’s
commitment to further strengthening the
riverbank protection measures under
adaptive approach including REMS.

ADB = Asian Development Bank, O&M = operation and maintenance, PCR = project completion report, PPER = project
performance evaluation report
Source: ADB (Independent Evaluation Department).

B.

Issues

97.
ADB and BWDB lacked a common understanding of the adaptive approach and of operation
and maintenance. In ADB’s view, after the initial construction of the riverbank protection, the adaptive
approach should have been used to address any subsequent changes in the river morphology. This should
have been separate from the O&M and repair of any damage to the protection works. This was not
BWDB’s opinion, and this lack of common understanding led to a vacuum. As a result, the adaptive
approach was implemented at a limited scale and only during the initial years of the project. Regular
O&M activities and implementation of the adaptive approach ceased to function once the project had
been completed.
98.
A systematic riverbank erosion management system is not in place. The REMS should have
ensured continued implementation of the adaptive approach to riverbank protection. It was designed to
be functional for a long period after project completion. However, the REMS was not institutionalized
within BWDB, because of the absence of a common understanding on the role of the REMS in sustaining
the adaptive approach. The project missed an opportunity to maintain the implementation
arrangements and functions of the REMS, although these were critical for the adaptive approach.
Data management needs to be improved. This evaluation encountered difficulty in locating and
99.
verifying data related to O&M and economic analysis. Data on O&M costs and expenditure, O&M plans
and activities, and economic analysis at the appraisal stage and during implementation were not
comparable or were absent. Supplementary documents in the RRP and the worksheet used for the
economic analysis in the PCR were not available. Data and information management by both ADB and
BWDB need to be improved in terms of the availability, quality, and accessibility of data and relevant
records. High-quality data and data management will require better internal coordination and
transparency in the investment planning of future water sector projects.

C.
100.

Lessons and Recommendations
The key lessons arising from this evaluation are the following:
(i)

Agreement of all project stakeholders on the use of an adaptive approach and on O&M
at the design stage is crucial for achieving project results. More time should have been
spent during project design to ensure there was a common understanding on the
following questions: What activities are required for the adaptive approach? What is the
difference between the adaptive approach and O&M? Who is responsible for the
implementation of the adaptive approach and O&M? How is the adaptive approach to
be implemented after the project? At the design stage, ADB and BWDB need to agree on
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(ii)

(iii)

101.

whether the adaptive approach was part of capital expenditure or operational expenses;
and which budgets would be used for the adaptive approach and O&M.
An adaptive approach can work effectively to mitigate riverbank erosion if it is executed
to its full extent. Such riverbank protection work requires persistent commitment and
continuous effort, unlike a one-time physical investment. Effective mitigation measures
using geo-bags along riverbanks requires the implementation of an adaptive approach.
O&M activities, including routine maintenance, need to be continuously implemented in
parallel.
The riverbank erosion management system can play a crucial role in sustaining the
adaptive approach beyond the life of the project. Greater clarity is needed on what a
REMS consists of and what institutional setting is required to make it sustainable.
Effective operation of a REMS needs to be based on a crystal-clear consensus on the roles
of local stakeholders, implementation arrangements, and BWDB’s coordination and
financial commitment. This would have enabled the adaptive approach to the protection
works to have been more effective and sustainable, coping with the development of river
channels that will potentially be impacted by climate change.

The evaluation proposes the following recommendations for ADB’s consideration:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

ADB and the government should review the project’s experience and try to revitalize the
adaptive approach using geo-bags. Integrating the adaptive approach, including the
REMS, into the planning of riverine projects would be effective in mitigating riverbank
erosion and securing safety in areas that are susceptible to dynamic river changes and
seasonal cyclones. This would maximize the project experience, facilitate project
sustainability, and provide cost savings for both O&M and initial construction.
ADB should help the government develop a budgeting mechanism for O&M to ensure
that local stakeholders receive funds at the right time for repairs. This would allow for
preventive measures to be carried out, following the conduct of regular surveys and
monitoring to identify any areas that are vulnerable to flooding and intensive rains,
potentially caused by climate change. Institutional arrangements for the O&M of river
embankments, especially in flood-prone areas, need to be established at BWDB. Financial
resources for O&M need to be secured urgently and allocated properly by the government.
ADB should consider preparing an overall plan for the Bangladesh water sector and for
river management in order to ensure the long-term institutionalization of the REMS and
the adaptive approach within BWDB. This would enable preventive measures to be taken
that would provide robust preparedness for natural riverine disaster risks. In order to
move from the current system of ad hoc repairs toward a system based on preventive
measures, the full commitment of the government and BWDB to system management
and funding for the REMS, the adaptive approach, and O&M at all levels is required.

Appendixes

APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY DESIGN AND MONITORING FRAMEWORK
Design Summary
Sector/Area Goal

Performance Indicator
Poverty incidence and rural incomes

Sustain (i) economic growth,
and (ii) poverty reduction with
livelihood security in areas
threatened by riverbank
erosion, through cost-effective
and sustainable erosion
mitigation strategy and
measures (to be applied in
PIRDP and MDIP and then
reflected nationwide)

PCR 2013
Economic growth, social upliftment,
and infrastructure development are
being achieved continuously as a result
of security and safeguards against the
risk of hazards induced by riverbank
erosion.
Land improved through irrigation,
drainage, and flood management for
about 44,000 ha and 400,000
households in terms of reduced flood
risk.
Poverty incidence reduced from 43.8%
to 35.2% and monthly per capita
income of the poor increased from
Tk703.98 to Tk1211.57 during 2005–
2011.

Purpose (Outcome)
Sustain incomes in PIRDP and
MDIP areas by establishing
effective REMS comprising
comprehensive structural and
non-structural measures

Annual damage and income losses
caused by riverbank erosion

The riverbank erosion management
programs of the government are being
implemented with the knowledge and
skills gained and the REMS developed
in connection with this project.

(i) Cropping intensity of 215% in PIRDP
and 230% in MDIP by 2011

During recent years, cropping intensity
has been up to 270% in the PIRDP and
up to 264% in the MDIP (See Appendix
6 of the PCR).

PPER 2020
The protection works were demonstrated to
have been effective in halting progressive
riverbank erosion. No floods have occurred
in irrigated areas since project completion.
Economic growth, social upliftment, and
infrastructure development have continued,
in part due to the safeguards against
riverbank erosion.
Information is not available about per capita
incomes since completion. Villagers met by
the evaluation mission said that the floodfree environment generated by the project
allowed multi-cycle cropping, and that land
prices of the protected land had gone up.

The project area with the riverbank
protection works has not suffered from
riverbank erosion since project completion.
No data are available as to whether the
accumulated annual damage and income
loss shows a positive impact of the project.
The cropping intensity for Pabna District was
reported at 248% (2018–2019) and for
Matlab North upazila (MDIP area) at 211%
(2018–2019), according to the district
government.C
This information is supported by a study
that found the cropping intensity for Pabna
district to be 230% and Chandpur district of
190%.d

(ii) Cereal production of 118,000 tons
and 112,000 in PIRDP and MDIP by
2011

Cereal production of 87,000 tons
achieved in the PIRDP and 71,000 tons
in the MDIP. The PIRDP areas are
gradually shifting toward more

Data are not available for cereal production
from BWDB. Production per ha has
increased over time, according to the
villagers interviewed by the evaluation

Summary Design and Monitoring Framework
Design Summary

Performance Indicator
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PCR 2013
profitable and labor-oriented cash crop
production.

PPER 2020
mission. The area for cereal crop production
has declined due to: (i) a shift toward cash
crop production, (ii) loss of land due to
urbanization in the agricultural area, and
(iii) lack of maintenance of the irrigation
system. For example, the actual irrigated
area in the PIRDP area declined from 2,860
hectare (ha) in 2007–2008 to 1,620 ha in
2018–1019, based on data provided by
BWDB.

(iii) Incremental fishery production of at
least 500 tons more than that of
2001

Incremental fish production in the
PIRDP has been achieved by 470 tonsa

No information is available on fishery
production since completion.

(iv) Incremental permanent employment
of 1.92 million days

Incremental permanent employment
has generated 0.132 million persondays so farb

These indicators were applicable during
implementation only.

(v) About 1,500 poorest households
engaged in economic activities such
as embankment maintenance

About 4,055 poorest households were
engaged in economic activities

(vi) 8.2 million days of employment for
labor intensive construction works

3.87 million days of employment have
been generated so far

(vii) Capture by poor people of majority
of benefits in (iii)–(v)

Works were done by the local poor
inhabitants of PIRDP and MDIP areas

Conduct of effective REMS operations as
follows:

REMS acquired through this project
has been evaluated by experts from
Bangladesh University of Engineering
and Technology BUET and BWDB.
The knowledge has been disseminated
through seminars and discussions and
BWDB approved it for replication in
other river erosion areas of
Bangladesh.

• An REMS division was established within
BWDB during implementation.
• The project developed key tools for the
REMS: guidelines for riverbank protection,
a survey river erosion information
database, and a yearly river erosion
assessment.
• BWDB staff members involved in the
project were trained in all aspects of
REMS.
• The guidelines for riverbank protection
were used in other projects of the country.
However, the methodology introduced in
the guidelines has been under discussion
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Design Summary

Performance Indicator

PCR 2013

PPER 2020
since 2017, halting projects that were
prepared on the basis of the guidelines.

(i) Regular meetings of JMCs

JMC does not function because of the
multidisciplinary setup of the relevant
government departments.

JMCs were established during the project,
but they have not functioned since.

(ii) Planning and implementation of
maintenance works

(ii) Annual maintenance works are
being planned and executed in
accordance with requirements.
Participation of WMA members
appears good in the MDIP, but not
encouraging in the PIRDP. O&M fund
allocation by BWDB is marginally
sufficient.

• Annual operation and maintenance (O&M)
plans were prepared and executed in
accordance with requirements through
BWDB’s district and upazila offices based
on repairing any damage that was
observed.e
• The O&M funds made available to the
districts were significantly less than
requested, so not all planned O&M works
could be implemented.
• WMAs participated in the maintenance of
the irrigation system to a certain extent.
They did not participate in the planning
and execution of maintenance works for
the erosion protection works.

(iii) Achievement of annual beneficiary
contribution targets

Beneficiary contribution through ISC
collection achieved in the MDIP was
25%–30% of the target and that in the
PIRDP was within 10% of the target.
Modality in the process of collection
and recycling of the generated fund
needs modification.

The figures provided by BWDB indicate that
ISC collection is marginal, especially taking
into account the fact that the targeted ISC
collection was already below the potential
ISC collection. Farmers do not perceive there
to be clear benefits for ISC payment.

(iv) Provision of sufficient budget by the
government

Counterpart funding was adequate.

Inadequate funds have been secured for
O&M, as was often reported during the
mission.

(v) Retention of qualified capacity and
staff

Skeleton staff retained for monitoring.
The main activities were taken up in
BWDB’s core programs.

Trained staff have taken up BWDB’s core
programs.

(vi) Preparation of sound annual reports
approved by JMCs

Annual reports prepared but JMCs
were not functional.

Annual reports have not been confirmed.
JMCs did not exist at the evaluation stage.

Summary Design and Monitoring Framework
Design Summary

Performance Indicator

PCR 2013
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PPER 2020

Output A:
Riverbank Protection Works
(i) 7.0 km and 4.4 km of
geotextile bag launching
revetment in PIRDP and
MDIP, constructed and
maintained using gradual,
phased, and process
approaches

Riverbank stabilized with satisfactory
performance and launching revetment
Optimal design and implementation
approach identified with support of an
external panel

As a result of the project savings
achieved through cost-effective design
and an adaptive implementation
approach, a total protection length of
28.44 kmb (11.44 km in the MDIP and
17.00 km in the PIRDP) has been
achieved without any compromise to
the quality of works.

Achieved.
The project constructed riverbank protection
works, using sand-filled geo-bags, along 7.0
km at the PIRDP site and 4.4 km at the MDIP
site. The adaptive approach to protection
was implemented during project
implementation on a limited scope.

BWDB developed and approved
Guidelines for Riverbank Protection.
Output B:
Non-structural Erosion Impact
Mitigation

DRM plan approved DRM campaign
undertaken in the project area
800 stakeholder representatives trained

(i) Improved DRM plan

DRM plan approved in 2003

Partially achieved.

Campaign undertaken through cultural
shows, billboards, etc.

It was reported that a disaster risk
management (DRM) plan had been
developed but supporting information was
not available during the evaluation.

Two training sessions (one at each site)
on DRM under Part A in 2003 by
engaging local NGOs. The training
mainly aimed at awareness building for
DRM. Some 45 village disaster
preparedness committees were formed
with people in the fringe areas.
They were trained through emergency
drills, mock exercises.

(ii) Affected persons resettled,
and living standard
improved for households
living on the embankments
and along the riverbank

Output C: Institutional
Strengthening
(i) Capacity development and
project management
a.

Permanent institutions
in the project level
established and

About 5 ha acquired and compensation
provided
About 2,000 most vulnerable
households provided with social
development supports RSD IRCs
operational with community
participation

Effective operational procedures and
arrangements defined and operated
Functional JMCs operational with diverse
stakeholder representation in decision
making

The project implemented DRM training for
the village populations. The training
strengthened the capacities of upazila and
union disaster management committees,
and village disaster preparedness
committees.

The project acquired 63.32 ha of land
(42.43 ha for the PIRDP and 20.89 ha
for the MDIP) at an estimated cost of
Tk140.40. The money was deposited to
the deputy commissioner (DC) office
for payment to landowners

Achieved.

For capacity building, 36 government
personnel were trained abroad
through short courses and
participation in seminars and
symposiums on REMS in different
countries. A total of 9 person months

Partially achieved.

Resettlement villages have been integrated
into the society. The living standards of
affected persons has improved.

Selected government personnel were trained
on the REMS. The REMS was established in
order to ensure sustainable implementation
of the adaptive approach for riverbank
protection. However, it was not
institutionalized. The products developed for
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Design Summary
strengthened,
including: JMCs Project
offices with strong
monitoring and
evaluation capacities
Stakeholder
institutions with
diverse professions
b.

Central level project
management,
programming, and
coordination
strengthened

c.

Capacities of
participating agencies,
stakeholders, and their
representatives
strengthened through
training

(ii) Operational riverbank
erosion information
management including
monitoring forecasting and
warning

Performance Indicator
Project offices effectively functioning
with transparency and accountability to
JMCs Stakeholder institutions
performing/playing stipulated
responsibilities, including O&M

REMS activity reports prepared with
consultants for planning and
programming, coordination, and
implementation
CDP for key staff positions and JMC
representatives prepared and effectively
implemented
Concerned institution [BWDB offices for
REMS PMU, JMCs and project offices,
water resources planning organization
(WARPO), etc.] operational through
effective project management support
Effective management procedures and
arrangements established
Information collected and processed by
the executing agency
Warning issued to Concerned
stakeholders

PCR 2013
of staff resources was utilized in this
respect.
Permanent project is operating
through existing BWDB setup.

PPER 2020
the REMS (the guidelines and monitoring
database) were not well used after the
project.

Stakeholders’ participation is
strengthened by reforming the 756
WUGs and 18 WMAs into 80 WMAs,
which have been given a legal
framework through registration with
the DOC. The target-oriented approach
for shifting the day-today management
of the project by the WMAs is in
process. However, the sustainability of
WMAs needs to be ensured through
coordinated efforts of BWDB, DAE,
DOF, DCO, and the local
administration.

REMS activity reports were prepared.

Partially achieved.

Local training was held for 5,849
stakeholders (2,122 female and 7,962
male) utilizing a total of 776 person
months.

REMS activity reports were prepared during
implementation. Local people were trained
in environmental awareness, land use
surveys, laws and by-laws of cooperatives,
ISC collection, fish culture, REMS, home
gardening, project O&M, cultivation of
improved rice, and rice seeds.

The training covered topics relevant to
WMA, environmental awareness, land
use survey, laws and bylaws of
cooperatives, ISC collection, fish
culture, REMS, home gardening,
project O&M, cultivation of improved
rice, and rice seeds.
River erosion information management
system is in force in BDWB (involving
concerned institutions), with
continuous update of technology in its
Hydrology and Flood Forecast wing.
Effective management procedures and
arrangements established within BWDB

REMS has not been institutionalized in
BWDB:
• No river erosion information
management system is in force at
BWDB.
• No effective management procedures or
arrangements for REMS have been
established in the BWDB.
• REMS was a critical element to ensure
continued implementation of the
adaptive approach. However, proper

Summary Design and Monitoring Framework
Design Summary

Performance Indicator

PCR 2013
Information collected and processed by
BWDB
Warnings issued regularly
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PPER 2020
institutional arrangements were not set
up for liaising with institutions in
conducting prediction analysis. This
could hamper the performance of the
REMS in future.

ADB = Asian Development Bank, BME = benefit monitoring and evaluation, BWDB = Bangladesh Water Development Board, CADP = Command Area Development Project, CDP = capacity
development plan, DAE = Department Extension, DOC = Department of Cooperatives, DOF = Department of Fisheries, DRM = disaster risk management, FCDI = flood control drainage
and irrigation, ha = hectare of Agriculture, IRC = information and resource center, ISC = irrigation service charge, JMC = joint management committee, km = kilometer, MDIP = Meghna–
Dhonagoda Irrigation Project, NGO = nongovernment organization, O&M = operation and maintenance, PCR = project completion report, PIRDP = Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development
Project, PMU = project management unit, PPER = project performance evaluation report, REMS = riverbank erosion management system, RSD = resettlement and social development, Tk
= Taka, WMA = water management association.
a
As per data received from Department of Fisheries office in Shathiya, Pabna during an interview by PCR consultant.
b
ADB. 2011. Final Report of the Part B Consultant of the Project. Bangladesh (L1941- BAN [SF]).
C
The MDIP data were provided by the Directorate of Agriculture Extension (DAE), Chandpur district. The PIRDIP data were provided by DAE of Pabna district.
d
M. Nasim, et al. 2017. Distribution of Crops and Cropping Patterns in Bangladesh. Bangladesh Rice Journal. 21 (2): 1-55, 2017.
e
In Bangladesh, rural administrative units are division, district (zila), sub-district (upazila) and union.
Source: ADB. 2002. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan to Bangladesh for the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Manila
and ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project in Bangladesh. Manila.

APPENDIX 2: APPROVED AND ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS
Table A2.1: Project Cost by Financing
($ million)
Component
Implementation costs
Borrower-financed
ADB-financed
Beneficiaries
Other external financing
Subtotal

Appraisal

Interest during construction costs
Total

Actual

19.1
40.8

18.8
40.7

59.9

59.5

1.4

0.7

61.3

60.3

ADB = Asian Development Bank
Note: Amounts may not add up exactly due to rounding. Separate financing of $0.95 million provided in 2006 (a grant of
$0.8 million from the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction and $0.15 million from the government) is included in the actual
cost.
Source: ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project in Bangladesh. Manila.

Table A2.2: Total Project Cost by Component
($ million)
Cost
A. Engineering and civil construction works for
immediate protection of the riverbank erosion
at potential vulnerable locations of the two
flood control drainage and irrigation projects

Appraisal
56.8

Actual
56.6

B. Nonstructural river erosion impact mitigation
measures through:
1. Implementation of disaster preparedness
and management plans for Pabna
Irrigation and Rural Development Project
and Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project
2. Support for resettlement of PAP social
development of the people vulnerable to
riverbank erosion process

2.0

2.0

C. Institution Strengthening
1. Capacity development and project
management
a. Establishment and operation of
project institution, including
joint management committee
b. Development of a national level
river erosion management
system
c. Training project personnel and
stakeholders
2. Establishment of riverbank erosion
information management
Total

2.5

1.7

61.3

60.3

Note: Amounts may not add up exactly due to rounding.
Source: ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project in Bangladesh. Manila.

APPENDIX 3: ADPATIVE APPROACH FOR MITIGATING RIVERBANK EROSION
1.
The Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project introduced a new technical solution, called
the adaptive approach, using geotextile bags (geo-bags). This appendix highlights the principle and
processes of this adaptive approach. In the riverbank erosion management context, the adaptive
approach means that the planning of interventions, including the adaptation of these interventions, is
based on the morphological behavior of the rivers. The adaptive approach is intended to stabilize a river
channel along smooth alignments natural to the river systems (Figure A3.1). The adaptive approach
consists of: (i) the construction of the protection works, and (ii) the adaptive management that is required
to develop the protection works up to the maximum scour depth of the riverbed. The adaptation phases
(i) and (ii) normally take 5 years until the protection works have reached the maximum scour depth.
However, the exact duration of the adaptive management is not known at the start of a project and
depends on the morphological behavior of rivers. As in the case for the protection works for the JamunaMeghna River Erosion Mitigation Project, the maximum scour depth had not been reached at project
completion.
Figure A3.1. Riverbank Protection Using the Adaptive Approach

Source: Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part

B. Project background, River Erosion Management.

2.
Riverbank protection works require: (i) construction of wave protection above the low water
level, (ii) protection works underwater, below this level (Figure A3.1). The adaptive approach was to
involve the following steps:
Immediate protection (emergency protection). Acute erosion threatening settlements
(i)
and flood embankments requires a quick response. Immediate protection has to stabilize
the riverbank (including the underwater part) at locations suffering from acute erosion,
usually in the form of a heap of loose elements (geo-bags) dumped from the riverbank.
Primary protection. Immediate or emergency protection is only applied in areas under
(ii)
severe attack from the river. Generally, within 1 year after the construction of immediate
protection, primary protection is constructed or added to provide a layer of immediate
protection. The protection takes the form of relatively long revetments that can, to a
certain extent, respond to river changes. It takes 2 years to complete the protection works
(Figure A3.1):
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Three layers of geo-bags are piled onto the riverbank creating a slope that
gradually slides down below the low water level following bank erosion. The geobags cover the bank underwater to halt further erosion.
A systematic mass dumping of geo-bags is implemented to ensure uniform
placement of multiple layers of geo-bags fully covering the eroding slope
underwater until the riverbed. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is used to
position the dumping pontoon and barge.
Areal coverage, consisting of three layers of geo-bags, is formed along the slope
underwater. A 15-meter (m) falling apron provides protection against sudden
deep scouring at the toe of the protection (up to 20 m).1 The coverage of the
slope stabilizes the natural slope and prevents further erosion underwater. These
processes are undertaken in the first year to temporarily stabilize the river. The
protection (denoted “areal coverage” in the figure) needs to be monitored
regularly by divers, so that additional multi-layered coverage can be carried out
as needed.

3.
Monitoring and adaptative management. After primary protection has been completed,
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) and adaptative protection are implemented to respond to ongoing
river morphological changes in terms of the depth and shifting of bank erosion. Systematic monitoring
is conducted by regular diving investigations to identify potential damaged zones needing subsequent
protection. Protection is provided only where ongoing erosion is observed. In principle, adaptive
protection extends the protection coverage to deeper levels to prevent further undermining by the river.
The duration of this phase depends on the morphological changes and dynamics of the river. Experience
indicates that adaptive protection should be continued for 4 to 5 years at least.
4.
Supplementary protection. After two rounds of adaptative protection, if required, supplementary
protection can be applied to upgrade the existing protection and provide a final falling apron at design
depth.
5.
Operation and maintenance. Operation and maintenance (O&M) should extend over the lifetime
of the protection works. O&M consists of spot repair and adaptation to damaged sections. Regular river
surveys and diving investigations are required to identify weak spots and changes to protective elements
in the long term.
Permanent wave protection. Above the low water line, concrete slabs may be placed on the slope
6.
to make it resistant to wave erosion, by salvaging the temporarily placed geo-bags.
7.
A riverbank erosion management system (REMS) should include the following elements:
(i) erosion prediction based on dry-season satellite imagery; (ii) identification of prioritized protection
work based on the assets at stake, based on the erosion prediction maps; (iii) flood season surveys to
verify the site conditions and optimize the location; and (iv) flexible preparation of bidding documents
allowing protection work as needed, not necessarily along fixed locations.2

1

2

In this context, “falling aprons” mean protective material(s) placed on a streambed to resist scour. An apron is designed to settle
on the riverbed and protect the side slopes of a scour hole after settlement.
Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2007. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Part B. Project
background, River Erosion Management. February 2007. Appendix A.

APPENDIX 4: RIVERBANK STATUS OF PROJECT SITES VISITED
1.
This appendix summarized the observations of the independent evaluation mission at the two
project sites of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project: the area covered by the Pabna
Irrigation and Rural Development Project (PIRDP) and the area covered by the Meghna-Dhonagoda
Irrigation Project (MDIP). The mission visited these areas on 19–29 January 2020. The Flood and Riverbank
Erosion Risk Management Investment Program (FRERMIP), a multitranche financing facility approved in
June 2014, was a follow-on program to the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project.

A.

Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project

2.
The PIRDP site is located along the Jamuna river at Pabna district. A field trip was made by boat
along the embankment of the Jamuna river (Figure A4.1). The water was at its lowest level. At some
places the interface between the concrete cement blocks and the geo-bags was surfacing. The
underwater part of the river could not be inspected. The evaluation mission visited the following places
in the PIRDP area:
(i)
7 km protection works at Bera upazila, Pabna district (Figure A4.2),
(ii)
10 km additional protection works as constructed under the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion
Mitigation Project (Figure A4.3),
(iii)
the northern end point of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project protection
works where at present a village is under threat from erosion (Figure A4.4),
(iv)
3 km of protection works proposed under FRERMIP tranche 2 (Figure A4.5), and
(v)
Demonstration of grouted jute geo-bags to protect the slope of the embankment of
FRERMIP.
Figure A4.1. Visited Places in the Area of the Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project

4
5
3
2

Source: Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB) at Pabna district

3.
The protection works were for the most part operational and in good condition (Figure A4.2,
Photo 1). At some sections, damage was observed, and geo-bags had been used for temporary repair
(Figure A4.2, Photo 2). At others, small amounts of damage could be seen that needed to be repaired
before the next flood season to avoid further degradation (Figure A4.2, Photo 3), while larger amounts
of damage had occurred at a number of places that urgently need to be repaired (Figure A4.2, Photo 4).
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Figure A4.2: Protection Work at Bera, Pabna District (7 km)

1

2

3

4
(Photos by: Independent Evaluation mission)
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4.
This section is similar to the first section above as constructed under the Jamuna-Meghna River
Erosion Mitigation Project. Some stretches are in good shape (Figure A4.3, Photo 1), but in others the
mission observed minor damage (Figure A4.3, Photo 2) and more significant damage (Figure A4.3, Photo
3). Long stretches have not been damaged at all (Figure A4.3, Photo 4). Maintenance work using geobags was observed (Figure A4.3, Photo 5). At one place a large breach of the protection works was
observed (Figure A4.3, Photo 6) that apparently had not been treated for several years. Figure A4.3,
Photo 7 shows a place that has been damaged and was in need of repair. The last 4 km of the protection
works could not be visited. The river has changed its course and the remainder of the protection works
are covered by sediment, according to the subproject management office (SMO) at Pabna district,
Bangladesh Water Development Board (BWDB).
Figure A4.3: Additional Protection Works (10 km) Constructed under the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion
Mitigation Project

1

2

3
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4

5

6

7
(Photos by: Independent Evaluation mission)
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5.
At the point where the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project protections stops, a
village is now under serious threat of erosion due to the changed morphological conditions (Figure A4.4).
This should be addressed under FRERMIP tranche 2.
Figure A4.4: Northern end point of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project Embankment

(Photo by: Independent Evaluation mission)

6.
Erosion at this section has been very rapid during the last few years, threatening a village. The
river has come as close as 100 meters to the FRERMIP embankment. It is likely that next year’s flood will
threaten the embankment. Over a length of at least 1 km, the BWDB has implemented emergency
protection works by using geo-bags on the upper slope. At some places this seems to have been
successful for the time being (Figure A4.5, Photo 1), whereas at other places more damage can be
expected (Figure A4.5, Photo 2). The mission witnessed supplementation of geo-bags under BWDB
(Figure A4.5, Photo 3). These emergency works will need to be replaced by a permanent solution.
Figure A4.5: Protection Works Proposed under Flood and Riverbank Erosion Risk Management
Investment Program, Tranche 2

1
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2

3
(Photos by: Independent Evaluation mission)

7.
A courtesy visit was paid to the embankment of FRERMIP to see the use of jute as geotextile, in
the form of grouted jute geo-bags, to protect the slope of the embankment of FRERMIP. Work was
ongoing and all phases from preparation to end result could be seen. BWDB, and in particular the
subproject management office, mentioned that FRERMIP is in dire need of tranche 2, since the
embankment needs to be completed to ensure that the area is protected from flooding. Moreover, the
embankment is threatened by the Jamuna river and flood protection works are required.

B.

Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project

8.
The MDIP site is located along the Meghna river and the Dhonagoda river at Chandpur district.
Figure A4.6 indicates the location of the riverbank protection works that have been constructed to protect
the MDIP area from erosion. Riverbank protection works of 4.2 km along the Meghna river are operational
and their status seems satisfactory over long stretches. Riverbank protection works were constructed
along the Dhonagoda river in eight sections. Three of the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation
Project’s additional protection works (out of the eight sections) along the Dhonagoda river were visited
by car for an inspection. A boat was also rented to inspect the initial flood protection works of 4.2 km
along the Meghna river. The MDIP embankment has not been breached since the completion of the
Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project.

Riverbank Status of Project Sites Visited
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Figure A4.6: Location of Visited Places of Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project
at Chandpur District

Source: Meghna Dhonagoda O&M Division, BWDB at Chandpur district.

9.
Flood protection works have been constructed along the Meghna river over a distance of 4.2 km
(Figure A4.7). The visual inspection of the works above the water level showed:
(i)
The protection is operational, and the status is satisfactory over long stretches (Figure A4.7,
Photo 1).
(ii)
At a large number of sites, minor damage was observed and this had been repaired using
geo-bags (Figure A4.7, Photo 2). No places were observed where the original design had
been reinstated after the damage had occurred.
(iii)
At some places, more major damage was observed. At these places geo-bags had been
placed and immediate repairs were required (Figure A4.7, Photo 3).
(iv)
One major breach was observed (Figure A4.7, Photo 4). At this location, the embankment
was damaged: some 57 meters of embankment had been protected in 2019 (Figure A4.7,
Photo 5). The BWDB submitted a proposal for further embankment protection works for an
additional 300 meters. This stretch is currently protected by geo-bags that were placed as an
emergency measure after the 2019 monsoon season (Figure A4.7, Photo 6).
(v)
Figure A4.7, Photo 7 shows an interesting development towards the end of the JamunaMeghna River Erosion Mitigation Project protection works: an additional embankment has
been constructed in between the riverbank protection works of the Jamuna-Meghna River
Erosion Mitigation Project and the existing MDIP embankment. The embankment stopped in
the middle of nowhere and its functionality is questionable.
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Figure A4.7: Flood Protection Works Along the Meghna River
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(Photos by: Independent Evaluation mission)
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APPENDIX 5: ECONOMIC REEVALUATION ALUATION
A.

Method and Assumptions

1.
The Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project aimed to establish cost-effective and
sustainable adaptive riverbank protection measures. 1 Specifically, it was geared toward providing
riverbank protection works to stabilize the critical sections of the riverbank along the flood
embankments in the areas covered by the earlier Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project (PIRDP)
and Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project (MDIP). Through this project, agriculture activities and
structures surrounding the project areas were expected to be secured by the flood embankments
against bank erosion.
2.
An economic reevaluation was conducted for the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation
Project, comparing the with- and without-project scenarios. The economic internal rate of return (EIRR)
recalculation methodology was based on the Asian Development Bank Guidelines for the Economic
Analysis of Projects (2017).2 EIRRs were recalculated following the method, assumptions and updated
data described below.
3.
At project appraisal, the EIRR estimates were 16.7% for activities in the PIRDP area and 31.4%
for those in the MDIP area. A combined EIRR for the whole project was not provided at appraisal. At
completion, the EIRR was computed at 24.1% for the whole project. The project completion report
(PCR) did not provide separate EIRRs for the activities in the PIRDP and MDIP areas.3 The methodology
used was similar for both project appraisal and project completion. This evaluation refined the
methodology on the basis of a more conservative approach, particularly with regard to the
identification and valuation of project economic benefits that could be directly attributed to the project
and readily estimated. In view of the lack of details on the costs side, this evaluation recalculated the
EIRR for the whole project.
4.
The chosen numeraire for the EIRR recalculation at evaluation was the domestic price, and the
unit of account was the domestic currency, Bangladesh taka. The choice of numeraire was consistent
with the PCR. The corresponding value of the standard conversion factor was estimated at 0.91, as used
by the government and RRP. The EIRR recalculation was done over a 30-year period, including the 8-year
project implementation period. Economic evaluation at appraisal and completion both used the same
project period. No residual value from investment was estimated.

B.

Costs

5.
The project’s financial capital cost was converted to economic cost using the estimated
standard conversion factor. This conversion into economic cost was the same as in the PCR and
excluded price contingencies. There was no attempt made to break down the EIRR on a per site basis
(i.e., for the PIRDP and MDIP sites) as was done during the appraisal, in view of the lumpiness of the
capital investment costs.
6.
The operation and maintenance (O&M) expense was sourced from the Bangladesh Water
Development Board (BWDB). However, the information on O&M costs was not the same at the two
sites. Actual and budgetary estimates were provided only for the PIRDP area. There was no
corresponding estimate for MDIP’s O&M except for fiscal years 2019 and 2020. Given this, this
1

2

3

ADB. 1995. Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors: Proposed Loan to Bangladesh for the
Command Area Development Project. Manila.
ADB. 2017. Guidelines for the Economic Analysis of Projects. Manila. The current ADB cut-off rate is 9%. This evaluation uses the
previous ADB cut-off rate of 12% because the appraisal year was 2002.
ADB. 2013. Completion Report: Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project in Bangladesh. Manila.
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evaluation used the 2 years’ actual data and assumed that the same budgetary outlays were to be
allocated to MDIP. The O&M expenses were projected to increase by 5% per year and adjusted to
economic costs using the standard conversion factor.

C.

Benefits

7.
Both the appraisal and completion reports indicated that the increase in agriculture crop
production was a major economic benefit. In the PCR, it represented about 52% of the total economic
benefit stream. This evaluation regards this estimate as excessive since the project’s nature was to
minimize erosion and to prevent damage in flood-prone areas (as would have happened in a “withoutthe-project” scenario). The Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project was not an agriculture
project per se where incremental crop production would have been the main benefit.
8.
Other project benefits estimated at completion included avoided loss of land, properties, and
assets from riverbank erosion and annual flooding, i.e., agriculture, industrial and market assets,
settlement and plots of lands; loss of fisheries; household relocation costs; infrastructure losses for
Local Government Engineering Department, flood control drainage and irrigation, and command area
development; and dredging cost.
9.
These other project benefits were not considered by the evaluation, given the lack of availability
of data (e.g., land values, replacement values for buildings and other assets) due to infrequent detailed
surveys and field investigations and the paucity of agronomic and limnological studies in the project
areas, among other things. This evaluation determined that these project benefits, while valid, could
not be assessed with reasonable accuracy. Likewise, estimating incremental agricultural production
would not have contributed to the accuracy and reliability of the EIRR and net present value
computation, given that the Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project was not an agriculture
production project.
10.
This evaluation considered two types of project benefits: avoidance of annual protection works
in the areas and avoidance of household relocation costs. From a social point of view, these constituted
savings could be used for other economic activities. In a “without-the-project” scenario, dredging,
repairs, and related protection works would have been incurred. Also, under that scenario, households
living on the embankments and along the riverbank would have had to have been relocated during
flooding inundations. To estimate the benefits from the avoidance of annual protection works, the
evaluation utilized values from the government’s post completion assessment as references 4 and
adjusted them before applying them to the estimate of project benefits. The other type of benefit that
was utilized related to avoided household relocation costs. These streams of benefits were the same as
in the PCR. This evaluation is of the view that the PCR’s estimates for savings in household relocation
costs were generally consistent with field survey data conducted in adjacent areas.

4

Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. 2011. Jamuna-Meghna River Erosion Mitigation Project. Project Final Report.
Dhaka. Appendix 12.
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D.

Results

11.
The economic reevaluation of the project resulted in an EIRR of 14.6% (Table A5.1). The
recalculated EIRR was lower than at appraisal and lower than the PCR estimates (para. 2). The
recomputed EIRR and net present value (12%) show that the project is efficient.
Table A5.1: Results of the Project Economic Internal Rate of Return Recalculation
(Tk million)
Fiscal
Year

2002–03
2003–04
2004–05
2005–06
2006–07
2007–08
2008–09
2009–10
2010–11
2011–12
2012–13
2013–14
2014–15
2015–16
2016–17
2017–18
2018–19
2019–20
2020–21
2021–22
2022–23
2023–24
2024–25
2025–26
2026–27
2027–28
2028–29
2029–30
2030–31
2031–32

Investment
Cost

38.50
406.65
254.44
346.43
187.37
425.59
440.24
468.62
743.92

Operation
and
Maintenance
Cost
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
21.99
12.76
42.46
15.63
17.93
13.65
15.11
10.76
7.86
49.28
19.38
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47

Total Cost

38.50
406.65
254.44
346.43
187.37
425.59
440.24
490.61
756.68
42.46
15.63
17.93
13.65
15.11
10.76
7.86
49.28
19.38
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47
11.47

Savings in
Annual
Protection
Works
0
0
0
0
286.65
300.98
316.03
331.83
348.42
365.85
384.14
403.35
423.51
444.69
466.92
490.27
514.78
540.52
567.55
595.92
625.72
657.01
689.86
724.35
760.57
798.60
838.53
880.45
924.47
970.70

Savings in
Household
Relocation
Cost
0
0
0
0
10.61
10.71
10.81
10.91
11.01
11.11
8.78
8.79
8.89
8.99
9.09
9.19
9.29
9.62
9.72
9.82
9.92
10.02
10.12
10.22
10.32
10.42
10.52
10.62
10.72
10.82

Total
Benefits

0
0
0
0
297.26
311.69
326.84
342.74
359.43
376.96
392.92
412.14
432.40
453.68
476.01
499.46
524.07
550.14
577.27
605.74
635.64
667.03
699.98
734.57
770.89
809.02
849.05
891.07
935.19
981.52
EIRR
NPV = 12%

Net
Benefits

-38.50
-406.65
-254.44
-346.43
109.89
-113.90
-113.40
-147.86
-397.24
334.50
377.28
394.21
418.75
438.57
465.26
491.60
474.80
530.76
565.80
594.28
624.18
655.56
688.51
723.10
759.42
797.55
837.58
879.61
923.73
970.05
14.60%
364.25

EIRR = economic internal rate of return, NPV = net present value
Source: Asian Development Bank (Independent Evaluation Department).

12.
Sensitivity analysis results show that, even if only savings from protection works are considered,
the project remains economically viable with an EIRR of 14.3%, which is higher than the 12% social
discount rate. Increasing total costs by 10% yields an EIRR of 13.3%, which is slightly higher than the
12% opportunity cost of capital (Table A5.2).

Economic Reevaluation
Table A5.2: Recalculated Economic Internal Rate of Returns
at Project Appraisal, Completion, and Evaluation (%)
Description
Appraisal
PCR
PPER
Sensitivity Analysis:
Appraisal
10% decrease in overall project benefits
10% increase in capital and recurrent costs
PCR
No sensitivity analysis undertaken
PPER
Removal of benefits from savings in household relocation costs
10% increase in total costs

EIRR (%)
16.7 (PIRDP)
31.4 (MDIP)
24.1
14.6

12.9% (PIRDP)
26.7 (MDIP)
13.2% (PIRDP)
27.1% (MDIP)

14.3%
13.2 %

MDIP = area covered by Meghna-Dhonagoda Irrigation Project; PCR = project completion report, PIRDP
= area covered by Pabna Irrigation and Rural Development Project; PPER = project performance evaluation
report
Source: Asian Development Bank (Independent Evaluation Department).
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